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Abstract

A number of experiments were carried out to clarify the structure and decay path 

of an isomeric state in 254No [Gh73, He06, Ta06]. A band built on the 1298 keV 

K* =  8~ isomer was found. From the observed branching ratios in this band a two- 

proton configuration is favoured for this state, which further supports our earlier 

conclusions [He08] that the deformed shell closures in this mass region are at Z =  100 

and N =  152, in contradiction to predictions by Skyrme-Hartree-Fock models [Cha06]. 

Furthermore, the level scheme of 254No was extended to include a floating band and 

a systematic of reduced hindrance factors for A K  =  8 El transitions is given.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

One of the main driving forces in nuclear physics for many years has been the quest 

to find the next spherical doubly-magic nucleus beyond 208 Pb within the region of the 

super-heavy elements.

It is thought that within this region of high mass and charge there exists an island 

of stability for nuclei with more than 100 protons. Various models have been put 

forward in order to predict where the borders of such an island may lie.

Initially, the first attempt to explain nuclear properties at a macroscopic scale 

was conducted by the liquid-drop model. Under the constraints of this model, the 

Coulomb repulsion between the protons overcomes the short-range attraction of the 

strong nuclear force at approximately Z =  100, which results in a prediction of the 

limit of spherical stability. This misconception was overcome by the introduction of 

quantal shell effects. The shell model formulated the concept of a specific arrangement 

of the nucleons within the nucleus and supported the experimental observation of 

enhanced nuclear stability at magic nucleon numbers 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 and 126 for 

neutrons and 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 for protons

Advancements built on the shell model have engineered various predictions as to 

where the next quantum shell closures may lie. Although the different approaches 

favour a variety of spherical proton and neutron magic numbers, they all agree on 

the idea of an island of stability.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

Broadly, the theoretical approaches fall into two categories; macroscopic-microscopic 

models and self-consistent mean-field models. Macroscopic-microscopic models are

varying component described by the liquid-drop model. Self-consistent mean-field 

models are formed from an iterative procedure and are a true implementation of the 

shell model. Both models are discussed in Chapter 2.

Figures 1.1 and 1.2 present a comparison of the models and approaches in the form 

of contour and density plots in the super-heavy region. The shell energy is displayed 

as a function of neutron and proton number to compare the relative strengths of 

shell effects. In the Woods-Saxon macroscopic-microscopic case (bottom panel of 

Figure 1.1), the shell energy is calculated by subtracting the spherical part of the 

macroscopic energy from the total binding energy. For the Hartree-Fock calculations

composed of an oscillatory component described by the shell model and a smoothly

E5he» (MeV)

150 154 158 162 166 170 174 178 182 186 190 

N

Figure 1.1: Shell correction energies calculated using two different parameterisations of 
the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock approach (two upper panels) and a Woods-Saxon macroscopic- 
microscopic approach (bottom panel) [Cw96].
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Neutron number N

Figure 1.2: Total shell correction energy calculated for super-heavy nuclei around the 
expected island of stability. Calculations are the result of several parameterisations of 
the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock and relativistic mean-field approaches within the self-consistent 
mean-field model [BeOl].

(the two upper panels of Figure 1.1) the same spherical part of the macroscopic energy 

is subtracted from the self-consistent ground-state energy. The area of strongest shell 

stability is marked in burgundy. The two Hartree-Fock calculations (SkP and SLy7 

parameterizations) predict a shell gap around (Z =  126, N — 184). The macroscopic- 

microscopic calculations point towards a shell gap at (Z =  114, N =  182).

Calculations performed by Bender [BeOl], predict a broad area of shell stabiliza

tion around Z =  120 and N =  172-184. The calculations were performed using dif

ferent parameterisations of Skyrme-Hartree-Fock and relativistic mean-field models. 

The magic numbers for Z,N <  82 are reproduced by clearly defined sharp decreases 

in shell correction energy by the different parameterizations. This contrasts with the 

wide area of stability predicted in the super-heavy region, displayed in Figure 1.2, 

which is a consequence of the large single-particle level density and the occurrence of 

many low-j shells around the Fermi level.

It is a major challenge experimentally to investigate the single-particle levels in 

super-heavy nuclei. Experimentalists are met with the obstacle of extremely low
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production cross-sections, for example, a high-spin K  isomer was reported in the 

synthesis of the nucleus 270Ds by Hofmann et al. [HoOl], which would provide an 

ideal hunting ground for information on single-particle states, but in total only eight 

a-decay chains were measured over a period of seven days.

An alternative approach is the study of relatively lighter well deformed nuclei 

in the Z =  102 region. Here, production cross-sections allow detailed spectroscopy 

(approximately 100 a-decays detected per hour for an in-beam analysis in this study), 

and deformation leads to the higher energy spherical single-particle orbitals around Z 

=  120 decreasing in energy and lying at or close to the Fermi surface. The spin orbit 

partners 2f7/2 and 2f5/2 are of special interest here because the size of a possible Z =  

114 shell gap is directly linked to the strength of the spin-orbit interaction, discussed 

in Chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Framework

This chapter begins by developing the description of the properties of the nucleus from 

a classical macroscopic procedure towards a microscopic approach. We shall discuss 

the nuclear properties relevant to this study and also outline nuclear decay modes 

which are used for tools for analysis in later chapters. The final section will address 

isomeric states and will focus on the type of isomer applicable to this investigation. 

This chapter is based upon [CaOO, HeyOf., Kr88, RiOfJ.

2.1 The liquid-drop model

The liquid-drop model (LDM) was one of the first models proposed to explain the 

properties of the nucleus. The liquid drop is held together by its surface tension, 

representing a short-range attractive force holding the nucleus together. The short- 

range interaction has a hard repulsive core which results in the incompressibility of 

the nucleus. This imposes the condition that the total volume remains constant with 

a surface radius approximately equal to 1 . 2 fm. We may think of nuclear fission 

as the separation of the liquid drop into two fragments and the emission of particles 

in terms of the evaporation of molecules from the liquid surface.

This analogy also extends to the variation of binding energy per nucleon. The 

binding energy of a nucleus is defined as the energy required to break up the nucleus

5
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into its constituent neutrons and protons. The mass of a nucleus bound by energy 

BE is less than the mass of its constituent particles by BE/c2. Experimentally, it is 

revealed that the binding energy per nucleon is approximately constant for A greater 

than about 20, indicating that each nucleon only interacts with its nearest neighbours. 

This implies that the nuclear force saturates with increasing mass. The variation of 

the nuclear binding energy as a function of mass is described by the semi-empirical 

Bethe-Weizsacker formula, derived from the LDM in order to produce a more satis

factory account of the binding-energy saturation, and is prescribed as follows

BE (A, Z) =  avA -  asA2/3 -  acZ (Z -  1) A~1/z - a A ( A -  2Z)2 A~l ±  5. (2.1)

The four terms accompanied by subscripts on the right-hand side of the equation are 

referred to as the volume, surface, Coulomb and symmetry energy terms. The volume 

term (a^A) accounts for the saturation of the nuclear force permitting a contribution 

to the binding energy from within the nuclear volume. However, nucleons near to the 

surface have fewer nearest neighbours than within the interior and therefore we are 

required to subtract a surface term ( asA . A further reduction in binding energy 

results from electromagnetic repulsion of the protons which is compensated by the 

Coulomb term (acZ{Z — 1) A-1/3). The Coulomb repulsion has an infinite range and 

as a consequence each proton feels the repulsion of all of the others.

Two further modifications, which have no classical basis, are included for the pur

pose of improving the reproduction of the experimental variation of binding energy. 

To account for the actuality that light nuclei with N =  Z are more stable than nu

clei where N > Z a symmetry term (̂ aA {A — 2Z)2 A-1) is incorporated. This term 

becomes less significant at large A due to the increase in Coulomb repulsion which 

necessitates extra neutrons for screening. Finally, a pairing term (6) is included to 

account for the tendency of like nucleons to couple in pairs. The term is positive 

for even-even nuclei (+OpA _3/4), zero for odd-even nuclei and negative for odd-odd 

nuclei (-OpA _3/4). A particular choice of =  15.5 MeV, as =  16.8 MeV, ac =  0.72 

MeV, aA =  23 MeV and Up =  34 MeV reproduce the observed behaviour of binding 

energy rather well [Kr88].
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However, the LDM does stray from experimental evidence. Figure 2.1 illustrates 

the deviations between the experimental and liquid-drop model values for the binding 

energies. The pronounced peaks are a confirmation of the magic numbers (Z  or N 

=  2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 and N =  126) and are a demonstration that nuclei with these 

values of protons and neutrons are more highly bound than the values generated by 

the LDM.

2.2 The shell model

The discontinuities observed in Figure 2.1 arise due to a quantum shell structure 

and this observation supplied the motivation for the formulation of the nuclear shell 

model. Further experimental evidence includes the anomalously high first-excited 

2+ states of even-even nuclei with Z or N near the magic numbers. This is due to 

the extra energy required to excite a nucleon from a closed shell compared to the 

energy required for the rearrangement of nucleons within an unfilled shell. Also, the

Figure 2.1: Values for the difference between experimental and the liquid drop model 
binding energies as a function of Z (left) and N (right). One observes distinct peaks for 
values of Z and N at 28, 50, 82 and additionally N =  126, indicating that these nuclei are 
more bound than average. Figure modified from reference [Br05].
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quadrupole moments, proportional to nuclear deformation, are at a minimum for 

nuclei with magic numbers, indicating a spherical shape.

The assertion is made that the shell structure possessed by the nucleus is analogous 

to that exhibited by the atomic electrons. The nucleons are fermions and are governed 

by the Pauli exclusion principle, thus occupying states accordingly. Unlike the atomic 

case, the constituents are relatively free from collisions, allowing the nucleons to move 

in almost unperturbed single-particle orbits within the nucleus. Another alteration to 

the atomic model is that for the nuclear case the motion of a single nucleon is guided 

by the average potential of all of the nucleons. This creates an average smoothed-out 

interaction with all of the other particles, defined as the mean field potential.

If we consider the actual short-range interaction potential v fc j)  between the nu

cleons, i and j, then the average potential acting on each particle is

which can be disassembled into a central interaction and residual interaction part

The assumption of the shell model is to neglect the last term in Equation 2.4.

The question arises as to the form of the central potential. A number of possible 

choices are illustrated in Figure 2.2. The Woods-Saxon model represents the most 

realistic potential but it proves more difficult to solve than the harmonic oscillator 

potential, which although unrealistic, does reproduce the correct magic numbers with 

the aid of modifications.

2.2.1 The harmonic-oscillator potential

We may express the harmonic oscillator as

(2.2)

The Hamiltonian is given by

H =  E Ti +  E v M
i i j

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)
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Figure 2.2: A comparison of potential wells which have been used to model the nuclear 
potential. Figure adapted from reference [Bo98].

where Fis the well depth, m is the mass of the nucleon, oj is the frequency of the simple 

harmonic motion of the nucleon and r is the distance from the origin. Following from 

the previous discussion, the harmonic oscillator represents an unphysical potential, 

since the potential tends to infinity for large r. However, this is tolerated because only 

the exponential tail of the wavefunctions are effected and that an analytical solution 

is forthcoming. Using the harmonic oscillator to solve the Hamiltonian gives rise to 

a set of energy levels

EN =  i^N +  Tiui, (2.6)

where N  is the total number of oscillation quanta. For each vales of N there is a 

degenerate set of levels defined by a value of orbital angular-momentum quantum 

number l, given by N =  (2n +  t), where n is the radial quantum number.

Each N oscillator shell is (N +  1) (N +  2) degenerate and the values of orbital 

angular momentum permitted are

l =  N, N - 2 ,  N - 4 . . . . (2.7)
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N Allowed l Occupation Total

0 0 2 2
1 1 6 8
2 2,0 12 20
3 3,1 20 40
4 4,2,0 30 70
5 5,3,1 42 112

Table 2.1: Table showing the derivation of the total cumulative occupations generated 
by the harmonic-oscillator potential. The total cumulative occupations disagree with the 
experimentally observed magic numbers.

Each oscillator shell will only contain states of equal parity given by

^ =  ( - i ) iv =  ( - i y .  (2.8)

This description only reproduces the first three magic numbers, failing to agree with 

experimentally determined values for higher N shells, presented in Table 2.1.

By introducing an attractive force proportional to l 2 we can produce a potential 

that is intermediate between that of the harmonic oscillator and the square well. 

The main purpose of the term is to reduce the harmonic oscillator potential at large 

radii to correct the deficiency described earlier in this section. This term flattens 

the effective radial shape of the potential. As the orbital angular momentum of the 

particle increases so do the effects of the l 2 term. At high angular momentum particles 

feel a stronger attractive interaction that lowers their energies. This creates a more 

attractive potential at larger radii due to particles with large angular momentum 

spending a greater period of time at large radii because of the centrifugal force. Also, 

as a result, this provides a more constant interior potential.
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Figure 2.3: The components of spin-orbit coupling. The nucleon orbital angular momentum 
l and intrinsic spin s precess about the direction of the total angular momentum j. Figure 
modified from reference [Pau03].

2.2.2 Spin-orbit coupling

A spin-orbit term is introduced to the potential in order to reproduce the magic 

numbers more accurately. The term draws on an analogous interaction observed in 

atomic physics. There, a spin-orbit interaction stems from the magnetic moment of an 

electron interacting with the magnetic field generated by its motion about the nucleus. 

The electromagnetic spin-orbit contribution is actually small in the nucleus and most 

of it comes from the nuclear forces which have an explicit spin-orbit dependence.

Due to the coupling of the nucleons orbital and intrinsic spin angular momentum 

a spin-dependent force may be considered. This force is added to the harmonic- 

oscillator potential and has the form

V ( r ) ^ V ( r )  +  VSo-, Vso =  f  (r) U  f  (r) =  A -^ -V  (r) (2.9)
r ar

where f(r) is the strength of the spin-orbit coupling and A «  0.5 fm2. The angular 

momenta precesses around the total angular momentum j, Figure 2.3, which is equal 

to the vector sum of the the nucleon orbital angular momentum j and intrinsic spin s. 

The spin-orbit potential acts to split the degenerate levels with j  =  l ±  s, except for 

l =  0, in which case only j  =  \ is allowed. The splitting is proportional to (21 +  1), 

therefore the magnitude of the splitting increases as l increases. It is observed that j  

=  l+ \  states are lower in energy than j  =  / — this is due to the attractive nature
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N=6

N=0...................... ................... .......... La......... ................... ...............
S.H.O + l2 + /■£

Figure 2.4: Sequences of bound single-particle states near stability. The harmonic-oscillator 
shells are shown to the left. In the centre, a l 2 term is incorporated to produce a more 
realistic potential. A spin-orbit term l.s is added to the right with its strength adjusted 
to obtain the correct nuclear magic numbers. The final shell model states are labelled nlj, 
where the orbital angular momentum 1=0,  1 ,2 ,3 ... is denoted by the conventional atomic 
notation l =  s, p, d, f,__  Figure modified from reference [Pau03].

of the interaction. The energy levels can be lowered sufficiently enough to interleave 

certain states with those of (N - 1). These levels are termed unnatural parity or 

intruder states. The modifications performed by the inclusion of the l 2 term and the 

spin-orbit force results in a theoretical reproduction of the experimentally observed 

magic numbers, Figure 2.4.
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2.3 Nuclear properties

The shell model works best for light nuclei. This is because the model is tractable 

in light nuclei due to smaller model spaces. The model, with a proper treatment 

of residual interactions, describes nuclei near closed shells and with valence nuclei 

confined to a single j  shell exceptionally well. However, the transfermium nucleus 

under investigation in this study is far from closed shells, and within this region of 

the nuclear table the shell-model calculations become intractable due to the rapidly 

increasing model spaces.

2.3.1 Deformation

As we move away from spherical doubly-magic nuclei in the table of nuclides we 

approach large areas of deformed nuclei. Evidence for deformation is observed in the 

form of collective level schemes, resulting from the coherence in the nuclear single

particle motion, and large intrinsic quadrupole moments.

The surface of the nucleus may be described by a radius vector, R (8,0), expressed 

as a sum over spherical harmonics Y“ (8, </>), pointing from the origin to the surface

R{8,(f>) =  C ( a Xl_i) R0 i +  E  £
A—0 f i = — X

(2.10)

where Ro is the radius of a sphere having the same volume as the deformed nucleus, the 

coefficients aXll represent distortions from an equilibrium shape and the factor C (a\,j) 

is introduced to satisfy the condition of conservation of volume. The classification of 

the deformation multipole is denoted by A, and fj, is an integer signifying the deviation 

from axial symmetry within the range -X < fi <  X.

The lowest multipole considered, A =  2, defines a spheroidal shape with quadrupole 

deformation (A =  3 and 4 describe octupole and hexadecapole shapes). For an axi

ally symmetric deformation (about the z-axis) a Xli vanishes except when ¡j, =  0, this 

leads to the deformation parameters a^o being written as (3\. If coordinates are used 

relative to the body-fixed axes then a2i =  a 2-1 =  0 and a22 =  «2-2- The system may 

then be defined using the coefficients a20 and a22 and the three Euler angles.
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310126

J__ I__I— I— i— I— i— I— I— I— i— I— I— L
138 150 162 174 186

N

Figure 2.5: Predicted ground state mass quadrupole deformation 02 f°r even-even heavy 
and super-heavy nuclei. The nucleus under investigation in this study, 254No, lies within 
a region of well-deformed prolate shapes (02 > 0) coloured red-orange. Oblate shapes (0 
< 0) are blue-green, and spherical shapes (02 =  0) are light yellow. Figure modified from 
reference [Cw05].

We may express the coefficients in terms of a polar-coordinate representation (0 

and 7) of the nuclear shape. For the quadrupole case:

«20 =  /?2COS7; «22 =  <*2—2 =  (l/\ /2 ) 02Sm'J. (2.11)

From which we obtain

/522 =  E W 2, (2.12)

where 02, the quadrupole deformation parameter, is the sum of the coefficients, mea

suring the amount of deformation of the nucleus. The larger the value of 02 the greater 

the distortion of the nucleus. Figure 2.5 illustrates the ground-state shape elongations 

predicted in the super-heavy region. The parameter 7 measures the lengths along the 

principal axes. A value of 7 =  0° corresponds to a prolate shape with the z axis as 

the symmetry axis.
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2.3.2 Collective nuclear rotation

Collective rotation of a spherical nucleus about an axis of symmetry is forbidden 

because states generated by such rotations are indistinguishable from each other. 

However, in this area of study nuclei exhibit significant deformation, thus permitting 

a nuclear orientation to be defined and allowing a rotational degree of freedom.

The total angular momentum I  of an axially symmetric deformed nucleus rotat

ing about an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis is composed of two parts, a 

collective angular momentum R , generated by the rotation of the core of the nucleus, 

and J, the sum of the intrinsic angular momenta of the individual valence nucleons,

/  =  R +  J_, (2.13)

A

and l  =  (2-14)
i=1

where i is the number of valence nucleons and j  is the intrinsic angular momentum. A 

schematic representation of the angular momentum coupling for a prolate rotating nu

cleus is given in Figure 2.6. The rotational frequency is represented by the parameter 

u! and the quantum number K  is the projection of the total intrinsic angular mo

mentum onto the symmetry axis, thus K  =  where Cl is the projection of the

angular momentum of a valence nucleon onto the symmetry axis. For an even-even 

nucleus the nucleons will couple to give a net spin of zero in the ground state, thus 

if J =  0 then the total angular momentum is generated by the coherent rotational 

motion, /  =  R.

By considering the energy possessed by a rigid rotating body then one can obtain 

the energy levels of the collective nuclear rotation, given by

= + (2-15)

where is the static moment of inertia. A sequence of excited nuclear states is 

formed by increasing the quantum number /, thus forming a rotational band. The 

ground-state rotational band of an even-even nucleus will only contain a sequence of
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x

Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the coupling of the collective angular momentum 
and the sum of the intrinsic angular momenta of the individual valence nucleons. The 
rotation and symmetry axes are labelled x and 2. Figure adapted from reference [Pau03].

rotational states of even values of I  due to the invariance of the nucleus rotating by 

180° about the rotation axis.

In a deformed nuclear system the frequency of the coherent rotation of the nucleus 

about the rotation axis is related to I  by

dE 1
hu =  —  «  -  [Ei+i -  E i-1] when /  >  K, (2-16)

where the projection of /  onto the axis of rotation is given by the aligned angular 

momentum

Ix =  y / l ( I + l )  - K 2. (2.17)

For an even-even nucleus the ratios of the energy levels of a rotor are E{4+)/ E(2+) 

=  3.333 and E(6+)/E(2+) =  7.0 which can be used as a signature for identification of 

a rotational band. Table 2.2 lists several examples of even-even nuclei which exhibit 

good rotational behaviour.

Calculations of a rigid-body moment of inertia for nuclei are greater than the ex

perimentally measured moments of inertia and therefore the nucleus does not behave 

strictly as a rigid body. Additionally, the nucleus does not behave implicitly as a 

superfluid since the measured moments of inertia are greater than those calculated
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Nuclide E(4+)/E(2+) E(6+)/E{2+) Reference
172Yb 3.3052 l 6.8573 1 [Fi96]
178Hf 2.29061 5 6.7845 1 [Fi96]
254No 3.32 2 6.945 7 This data

Table 2.2: Examples of even-even nuclei which exhibit good rotational behaviour.

for an irrotational flow. This behaviour is a consequence of short-range pairing cor

relations. Consequently, the nucleus under rotation can be considered as a rigid core 

plus a fluid of valence nucleons.

For the purpose of describing the behaviour of the collective rotation of the de

formed nuclear system we introduce two spin-dependent moments of inertia, related 

to the first- and second-order derivatives of the excitation energy with respect to 

the aligned angular momentum Ix. The following formulae are obtained under the 

assumption that the nucleus is at high spin /  K  and that Ix k. I.

The kinematic moment of inertia is due to the motion of the system (the ratio of 

angular momentum to angular frequency) and is given by

°ll,=(£) lft2=4' <2i8>
which can be related to the transition energies E1 of a rotating system by

E-' =  w » ( I - 2 ) - (219)

The dynamic moment of inertia is the response of the system to a force and is given 

by

3<2> =
dE2 - i

*2n =  ft— ,
du ( 2.20)

which is related to the difference in energy between two consecutive transitions in a 

rotational band

A £ 7 = 4ft2
3 ^ ' (2.21)
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The two moments of inertia are related as follows

du du v > du

where A<'2s ss jn the limit of rigid rotation.

(2.22)

Particle-rotor coupling

The coupling of the intrinsic angular momentum to the collective angular momentum

results in a Coriolis interaction which couples the degrees of freedom of the valence 

nucleons and the rotor core [Pau03]. Depending on the strength of the Coriolis 

interaction the coupling lies between two extremes, deformation alignment (DAL) 

and rotation alignment (RAL), illustrated in Figure 2.7.

For large deformations and low rotational frequencies, DAL occurs in which the 

angular momentum vectors precess around the deformation axis. At this point the 

Coriolis force is low and the single-particle orbits cannot be aligned with the rotation 

axis. For deformation alignment A  is a good quantum number and a rotational band

Figure 2.7: Particle rotor coupling schemes. Diagram (a) illustrates the strong-coupling 
limit or deformation-aligned (DAL) coupling scheme. Diagram (b) illustrates the weak- 
coupling limit or rotation-aligned (RAL) coupling scheme. The rotation and symmetry 
axes are labelled x and z. The projection of the total spin on the symmetry axis is labelled 
K. Figure adapted from reference [Pau03].

(a) DAL (b) RAL

K
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with spin /  =  K, K + 1, K+  2... is observed with energies given by

=  [ m + i ) - K 2} .  (2.23)

For smaller deformations and rapid rotational frequencies RAL occurs. The Coriolis 

force is strong enough to align the angular momentum of the valence nucleon to the 

rotational angular momentum, thus j  precesses about the rotation axis. In this limit, 

the rotation has spin I =  j, j+2, j+  4... and the energies are given by

h2
E'rot =  2 ^ , (0) ~  - A )  (I ~  jx +  1 )  • ( 2 . 2 4 )

2.3.3 Pairing

The pairing interaction is defined to be an attractive interaction acting on two iden

tical nucleons in the same j  orbit in total angular momentum F  =  0+ states. At 

the point of greatest spatial overlap the pairing interaction would be energetically 

favoured. However, the Pauli exclusion principle forbids the two nucleons from occu

pying the same orbit, which leads to time-reversal orbits of the nucleons generating 

the next greatest spatial overlap. Scattering of the pairs of nucleons within time- 

reversal orbits will occur twice per revolution resulting in occupations of new time 

reversed orbits of, in general, different energy. Scattering between orbits is dependent 

upon the availability of free orbitals and therefore this process can only occur near to 

the Fermi level. This leads to a smearing of the Fermi level if one plots the occupation 

probability versus the energy of the orbit, Figure 2.8. The energy required to break 

a pair, the pair-gap parameter, denoted by A, confines the smearing within a region 

of 2A.

There exists a number of experimental observables which provide evidence for the 

concept of pairing [CaOO]. Principally, the ground states of all even-even nuclei have 

spin Oft because the nucleons are coupled pairwise so that their angular momenta 

cancel. Additionally, even-even nuclei are more bound. Several other features also in

dicate a requirement for the pairing interaction, including a tendency for deformation
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to be inhibited near closed shells where empirically a sequence of spherical nuclei suc

ceeded by a sudden transition region to deformation is observed. Furthermore, the 

experimentally determined moments of inertia are less than the rigid-body values, 

suggesting a superfluid behaviour of the nucleus.

With the addition of a two-body monopole pairing interaction the nuclear Hamil

tonian H can be expressed as

H  —  H Sp T  H pair —  ^  -f* G  ^  Q̂ ui ^^2 ̂ 2  > (2.25)
u >  0 V\,V2

where Hsp is the single-particle Hamiltonian, Hpair is the pairing Hamiltonian and 

particle creation and annihilation operators are denoted by at and a. The first term 

on the right-hand side of Equation 2.25 is the sum of the single-particle energies 

and refers to the nucleonic motion in the average single-particle field. The pairing 

term is composed of the pairing interaction that annihilates a pair of particles in the 

time-reversed states \u2) and \u2) and creates a pair of particles in the time-reversed 

states |ui) and \i7i) [Pau03].

The strength of the pairing force, G, of the interaction between two nucleons in 

the same j  state, is largest for high j  orbitals and since in heavier nuclei the outer

--------  without pairing
--------with pairing

1

JDCO
.QO

CO
Q .3

A A

X e

Figure 2.8: A plot of the single-particle occupation probability versus the single-particle 
energy. The Fermi level is labelled by A and a smearing is observed due to the pairing 
interaction. Figure modified from reference [Pau03].
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0)

Figure 2.9: An illustration of the Coriolis force, which at high spin, tends to couple pairs 
from spin zero. The axis of rotation points out of the page [Pau03].

nucleons are further apart the strength will decrease with mass. We should also note 

that the strength is lower for protons than for neutrons due to Coulomb repulsion. 

Prescriptions used to define the strength are

17 23
Gp =  - ,  Gn =  - M e V .  (2.26)

Pairing may be broken by the action of the Coriolis force which at high spin acts 

differently upon the time-reversed paired nucleons, decoupling the pairs from J* =  0+. 

A combination of Coriolis antipairing (a gradual decrease in the pair-gap parameter) 

and rotational alignment (a pair of valence nucleons are broken by a sufficiently 

large Coriolis force aligning their angular momenta along the rotation axis) results 

in the possibility of the nucleus entering an unpaired phase at high spin. Figure 2.9 

illustrates the action of the Coriolis force upon pairs of nucleons orbiting a rotating 

nucleus.

The concept of quasiparticles is introduced replacing the pairwise interacting par

ticles by a gas of noninteracting quasiparticles. The quasiparticle energies are purely 

additive and the entity may be considered as a mixture of particle and hole states. 

The probability of occupation of a hole state or a particle state is given by
_ 1 _ 1

1 11 ~ A)
2

V -  — 1 (£i ~~ A)
V2 \J (e* — A)2 +  A 2

ï
1 V2 ]/ (ei — A)2 +  A 2_

(2.27)

and ÏÏ} +  V? =  1 (2.28)
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where is the probability that the orbit i is occupied by a hole state and V¿2 is 

the probability that the orbit i is occupied by a particle state; the Fermi energy is 

denoted by A, e* is the single-particle energy, and A is the earlier defined pair-gap 

parameter. For states below the Fermi level (e* A) V\2 =  1 and U =  0, the reverse 

is true for states far above the Fermi level and the occupation probabilities are mixed 

near the Fermi level. The quasiparticle energy of a state relative to the ground state 

is

Ei =  \j(cj -  A)2 +  A 2, (2.29)

and the pair gap parameter may be expressed as

A =  GY,UiVj. (2.30)
1

2.4 Nuclear models

Microscopic models will be discussed in the following subsections which, unlike the 

the spherical shell model, can describe nuclear systems which deviate from sphericity 

and which contain large numbers of valence nucleons. The final subsection examines 

a macroscopic-microscopic approach which lays a foundation for understanding the 

relative stability of nuclei with Z £  100.

2.4.1 The Nilsson model

A model is required which uses a deformed nuclear potential in order to describe nu

clei with permanent deformation. In 1955, Nilsson [Ni55] proposed that a deformed 

nuclear potential can be described by an anisotropic harmonic-oscillator potential. 

The model considers a valence single particle undergoing rapid orbital motion around 

an axially symmetric deformed core of relative stationary motion. The Nilsson Hamil

tonian can be written as follows

Hnu =  + ~2 {uxx2 + wyV'2 + - "fr* [2- - - F i}2 ~ (̂ 2)at)] > (2-31)
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where the term (l.s) is the spin-orbit force and the term (l2 — (l2)N) was introduced 

to flatten the radial shape of the potential. The parameters k and y, determine the 

strength of the spin-orbit term and the squareness of the potential and are fitted such 

that the observed levels in deformed nuclei are reproduced. The parameters k and fj, 

are different for each major shell. The tox,y,z terms are the one-dimensional oscillator 

frequencies in the x,y and z directions and are expressed in terms of the nuclear 

deformation parameter e, which for normal nuclear deformation is approximately 

0.95/3. In the axially symmetric case (where the 2-axis is taken as the symmetry axis)

= =  wo (l +  ge) > =  u o ( l ~ ge) (2.32)

The term u>0 is the oscillator frequency (hto0 =  41 A-1/3 MeV) in the spherical potential 

with e =  0. A prolate deformation elongates the nucleus in the 2 direction and thus 

for e > 0 ujz will decrease with increasing deformation but ux and uy will increase. 

A plot of single-particle energy versus deformation is known as a Nilsson diagram. 

Examples for protons with Z >  82 and for neutrons with N >  126 are shown in 

Figures 2.11 and 2.12.

The energy levels of the Nilsson diagram are labelled by the asymptotic quantum 

numbers

to" [NnzA] , (2.33)

where N  is the total number of oscillator quanta, nz is the number of oscillator quanta 

along the symmetry axis, A is the projection of the orbital angular momentum (/) 

onto the symmetry axis, and f2, equal to ATE, is the projection of the total angular 

momentum (j) onto the symmetry axis, where E is the projection of the intrinsic spin 

of the nucleon onto the symmetry axis (=  ± 5 ) , thus =  A ±  |. The parity n is 

determined by (-1)^. The asymptotic quantum numbers are shown schematically in 

Figure 2.10.

There are several unique characteristic features of the Nilsson diagram from which 

one can derive information [CaOO]. At zero deformation (e =  0) the orbitals are 2j+l 

fold degenerate, at non-zero values of e the orbitals split up into (2j+l)/2 levels,
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X

Figure 2.10: Illustration of the labelling of the asymptotic quantum numbers. Figure 
adapted from reference [Pau03].

each of which still has two fold degeneracy of ± fi. Levels with lower Q are shifted 

downwards for positive (prolate) deformations and upwards for negative (oblate) de

formations. If we consider a valence nucleon orbiting a prolate deformed nucleus then 

the angle of an orbital plane (between the orbital and the symmetry axis) is expressed 

as 0 =  sin~1(K/j). A low K  value corresponds to equatorial motion, close to the bulk 

of nuclear matter and hence lower in energy. Further to this, 9 changes slowly for low 

K  values and rapidly for high K  values. Therefore the difference in energy between K  

values increases rapidly for higher values of K. The only good quantum numbers of 

these orbits are Q and 7r. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle when two lines of the 

same Q, and parity approach each other they must repel and thus change their slope. 

This has the effect of configuration mixing of different j  values on the resulting energy 

variations of the discussed K  splitting if two like orbitals become close and repel. In 

Figure 2.11 we view the i13/2 orbit, with l =  6. The orbital has positive parity and lies 

in an area of predominantly negative parity orbits. Having opposite parity it cannot 

mix with any other orbits and is therefore extremely pure and extends continuously 

in the same direction without curving for large deformation. This is also the case 

for high-A orbitals since it is unlikely that there will be orbits of equal K  in close 

proximity.

The total energy of the nucleus can be estimated by summing all of the energies
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Figure 2.11: The Nilsson states for protons Z>82. Figure taken from reference [Fi96]
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Figure 2.12: The Nilsson states for neutrons ¿V>126. Figure taken from reference [Fi96].
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of the occupied single particle states. It is clear that a reduction in energy is observed 

for downsloping orbits with increasing deformation. From this we can deduce that 

deformed configurations can possess lower energy than in the spherical case.

2.4.2 The cranking model

The cranking model is used to describe the properties of a rotating nucleus, ex

pressing the collective angular momentum as the sum of the single-particle angular 

momenta. Inglis [In54] provided the first discussion of cranking in 1956 in a semi- 

classical context. The model considers a collective rotation around an axis (x) per

pendicular to the symmetry axis (z) of independent particles moving in an average 

potential which is rotating with the coordinate frame fixed to that potential. The 

single-particle cranking Hamiltonian in the rotating frame of the nucleus, rotating 

with an angular frequency u> around the x axis perpendicular to the symmetry z axis, 

can be written as

hP =  h -  hujjx, (2.34)

where h is the intrinsic single particle Hamiltonian (which can be given in the form of 

a deformed Nilsson or Wood-Saxon potential) and jx is the total angular momentum 

projection operator onto the rotation axis. The term -hujjx contains the Coriolis and 

centrifugal terms which effect the nucleon orbitals. The Coriolis force modifies the 

single-particle orbits by acting to align the single-particle angular momenta with the 

rotation axis. Via summation of the individual single particle Hamiltonians one can 

obtain the total cranking Hamiltonian

HU =  H -  hujlx (2.35)

where H is the sum of the individual deformed particles and Ix is the projection of the 

total angular momentum onto the rotational x axis (the aligned angular momentum). 

The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian are know as Routhians and a plot of single-particle 

energy as a function of rotational frequency is known as a Routhian plot.
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The presence of the term -hulx breaks the time-reversal symmetry. The only sym

metries which remain are parity and a transformation of 180° defined by the rotation 

operator. A rotation of 27r, given by TZI(tt). keeps the wavefunction unchanged for 

even- A nuclei, but changes sign for odd-A nuclei

K l(n )V  =  r2T =  ( - 1 ) AT. (2.36)

The eigenvalues are r =  ±1 for even-A nuclei and r =  ± i  for odd-A nuclei. The 

signature exponent quantum number a is defined as r =  e~l7ra and the spin sequences 

are restricted to

/ =  0,2,4...

1 =  1 ,3,5...

T 1 5  9
l 2 12 ’ 2 " '
t 3 7 11

1  2 ’ 2 > 2 ' •

for a =  0, r =  +1

for a =  1, r =  -1 

for a =  r =  -i 

for a =  r =  + i

which we can simply express a s a  =  I  mod 2. Cranking Routhians are generally 

labelled by parity and signature (7r, a), which are the only good quantum numbers.

Figure 2.13 summarises the corrections made to the spherical shell model which 

produce a more realsitic nuclear model.

2.4.3 Self-consistent mean-field models

By invoking the variational principle we introduce a tool for the microscopic de

scription of nuclear structure in order to determine a more truthful nuclear potential 

than that given by the shell model for heavy nuclei. The Hartree-Fock variational 

approximation (HF) provides self-consistent solutions for calculating the average po

tential from an effective nucleon interaction.

The single-particle potential is determined by generating self-consistent solutions 

for which the potential generated by the nucleons, subject to a 2-body interaction, is 

the same as the potential used to obtain the wavefunctions. There is an underlying
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H a rm o n ic  I2 + Ls  N ilsso n  C ran ke d
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Figure 2.13: Evolution of the energy level spectrum. The single-particle levels axe cal

culated using the shell model for spherical nuclei, the Nilsson model when deformation is 

introduced and the cranking model when rotation is applied. Figure modified from refer

ence [Pau03].

problem to this procedure, in order to know the single-particle wavefunction, we need 

to establish the potential that they accommodate but that potential is generated by 

those actual particle wavefunctions [CaOO]. We are required to solve the procedure 

by starting from an initial guess for either the wavefunctions or the potential, taking 

an iterative approach until we reach convergence.

The strength of the effective interaction is determined under a condition that 

a number of global properties are reproduced. The Skyrme force is used as a phe

nomenological interaction in HF calculations, replicating binding energies and nuclear 

radii over the entire nuclear table.

For nuclear properties which are strongly influenced by pairing correlations then 

the mean-held concept is generalized to include a pairing held, solved by using the 

Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov theory. A comprehensive review of self-consistent mean- 

held models is provided in reference [Be03b] and includes an analysis of several dif

ferent effective interactions.
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2.4.4 The Strutinsky shell correction method

The total energy of the nucleus can be configured by combining a macroscopic and 

microscopic model. The liquid drop model (LDM) may be used for the calculation of 

the macroscopic energy contribution, which reproduces the properties of the nucleus 

that depend in a smooth way on the nucleon number. The microscopic component is 

formed by the shell model which reproduces the properties in which only the nucleons 

close to the Fermi surface are involved, but fails to reproduce the bulk properties in 

which all nucleons contribute.

If we consider a nuclear property, for example binding energy, and we plot the 

property against the mass number (Figure 2.14) then we observe an oscillatory be

haviour which is a reflection of the underlying shell effects. Strutinsky [St67, St68] 

proposed a method of combining a shell structure with the fundamental bulk prop

erties of the nucleus which can be obtained from the smoothly behaving LDM.

The conception was to begin initially with the smoothly varying LDM element Eld 

to calculate the nuclear property and then add an oscillatory modification element 

A Esh , caused by the quantum mechanical shell structure, which can be positive or

A

Figure 2.14: A  representation of the irregular behaviour of a nuclear property, for example 

binding energy, as a function of mass. The Strutinsky shell correction terms are indicated. 

Figure taken from reference [Pau03].
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negative,

E  =  Eld +  A Esh- (2.37)

The shell effects arise in the level density. The LDM generates a constant level 

density but the shell effects lead to bunching of levels or gaps around the Fermi level. 

The average level density of which the binding energies corresponding to the shell 

distribution oscillate around is responsible for the average behaviour of the binding 

energies and is incorrect in the shell model. Only the fluctuating part A Esh of the 

total energy within the shell model should be considered. It is required to divide up 

the shell-model energy into an oscillating part A Esh, and a smoothly varying part 

Esh ,

a

Esh =  ^2 =  Esh +  A.ESH, (2.38)
¿=i

where eVi represents the nucleon single-particle eigenvalues. Since the fluctuations in 

the shell-model energy Esh are due to oscillations of the level density then we can 

calculate the smooth part Esh by introducing a continuous function representing a 

smooth part of the level density. The total energy of the nucleus may be rewritten

E =  El d +  [e sh -  Esh] (2.39)

where ELD is the macroscopic contribution and [Esh — Esh] is the macroscopic quan- 

tal shell correction term. This model permits the determination of ground state 

nuclear energies as a function of deformation parameters.

2.5 Nuclear decay modes

In order to investigate the structure of heavy actinides in the region of this study one 

requires information on the theoretical concepts of the decay mechanisms exhibited, 

namely a  decay, gamma decay and internal conversion. We shall also discuss the 

experimental determination of the single-particle structure.
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2.5.1 Alpha decay

Alpha decay is increasingly evident in the heavy actinide region of this study. The 

repulsion effect due to the Coulomb force increases with Z 2 whereas the stabilizing 

effect of the nuclear binding force only increases with A. The emission of an a particle 

(a 4He nucleus) can be written in the form

%Xn —*z-2 X'n_2 +  oc. (2.40)

By applying conservation of energy and linear momentum to the a emission process, 

we find that the net energy released in the decay, the Q value, is

Q =  (mx  - m x > - m a) = T X> + T a. (2.41)

By observation of Equation 2.41, we note that Q is also the the total kinetic energy 

given to the fragments, Tx > and Ta, and that the a decay will only occur sponta

neously if Q > 0. The monoenergetic value of the ground state to ground state a 

decay aids in the identification of the decaying isotope.

The a particle only carries away orbital angular momentum la from an initial 

nuclear state of angular momentum f) to a final state If within the range \IL — I f  \ < 

la < Ii +  If and changes parity by (-1)^.

The a  particles emitted can fall into several different decay branches to a number 

of different states in the daughter nucleus and can therefore posess different decay 

energies. This is know as fine structure. For even-even nuclei the ground state to 

ground state decay, i.e. the highest energy, is the most frequent, whereas for non 

even-even nuclei this is not entirely true. When the initial and final states are of 

different angular momentum, i.e. the orbital angular momentum of the emitted a 

particle is non-zero, the decay is hindered by a centrifugal barrier effect.

We assume that the a particle is initially preformed within the parent nucleus 

prior to a second stage of quantum mechanically tunneling through the Coulomb 

barrier to complete the decay process. The nuclear structure details of the parent 

nucleus ground state and the final state within the daughter nucleus dictates the
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probability of forming an a particle. The preformation probability may result in a 

reduction in the a-decay probability. The probability for the formation is related to 

the reduced a-decay width S2 [keV], a measure of the effect that the preformation 

probability may have on reducing the a-decay probability,

J2 =  (2.42)

where A is the decay constant, h is Planck’s constant and P  is the barrier penetration 

factor. The Rasmussen formalism [Ras59] permits the calculation of P.

The decay strengths of the resulting a decay to the ground state or excited states 

in the daughter nucleus can be compared via a hindrance factor HF, defined by

<52
H F =  (2.43)

where 52 s and 52xc are the reduced a-decay widths of the ground state to ground 

state and ground state to excited state decays.

2.5.2 Electromagnetic transitions

Gamma decay

When an excited nucleus decays from an initial configuration of spin It to a lower 

energy state or to the ground state of spin I f , then electromagnetic radiation in the 

form of a 7 ray can be emitted. The energy of the 7 ray, E7, is characteristic of the 

energy between the nuclear states, E1 =  Ei - Ef, and is typically within the range 

of 0.1 to 10 MeV. We neglect the relatively low energy of the nucleus recoil when 

considering the difference between the two states.

The 7 ray is classified according to its electromagnetic character and multipolarity. 

Electric radiation arises due to an oscillating charge and magnetic radiation arises 

due to a varying current or magnetic moment. The multipolarity L of the 7 ray 

is the composition of its orbital momentum and its spin, forming the total angular 

momentum. A set of selection rules for 7-ray transitions between two given nuclear
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states arise due to the conservation of angular momentum and parity tr, which will 

determine whether the transition is electric (E) or magnetic (M)

< L <  \Ii +  If \ V L ^ O , (2.44)

A ttel =  ( - l ) i , (2.45)

A ttMl =  ( - l ) i+1. (2.46)

From the parity-selection rules we note that even-multipole electric transitions 

and odd-multipole magnetic transitions have even parity, and odd-multipole electric 

and even-multipole magnetic transitions have odd parity. If the 7 ray carries the 

maximum difference between the angular momentum of the initial and final states 

then it is said to be a stretched transition.

We note that a transition in which L =  0 cannot occur and that it is possible for 

a mixed transition of different multipoles to occur.

The total transition probability of the nucleus decay from an initial excited state 

of spin /j to a final state / /  may be determined by [Bo98],

8tt(L +  1)
T fi =

E \ 2L+1
B(aL, Ii —> If ). (2.47)

%L[{2L +  l)!!]2 \ h c j  

The B(crL) values are the reduced transition probabilities and are given by the 

reduced matrix elements

B(EL, I, l f ) =  |(/ ||<3|| i)\2 , (2.48)

for the electric case, and

B (U L , u  -  I ,)  =  |(/ ||m || i ) j2 , (2.49)

for the magnetic case, where Q and M  are the electric and magnetic multipole oper

ators.

Weisskopf units (W.u.) can be used to describe lifetimes of nuclear states and they 

provide an indication of the lifetime range expected for a decay of a fixed multipolarity. 

The Weisskopf [Wei51] single-particle estimates are based on several assumptions:
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Transition probabilities T  (s 1) Weisskopf units B sp

T(E1)=1.587-1015-E3-5(E1) Bsp(El)=6.446-10-2Tl2/3
T(E2)=1.223-109-E5-B(E2) Bsp(E2)=5.940-10-2-T4/3

T(E3)=5.698 102 E7 B(E3) Bsp(E3)=5.940 10-2 T2

T(E4)=1.694-10-4-E9 B(E4) 5 sp(E4)=6.285-10-2-48/3

T(M1)=1.779T013-E3-B(M1) 5 sp(Ml)=1.790
T(M2)=1.37M07 E5-B(M2) Bsp(M2)=1.650Tl2/3

T(M3)=6.387 10°E7-B(M3) 5 sP(M3)=1.65CM4/3
T(M4)=1.899T0_6-E9-5(M4) B 3p(M 4 )= 1 .7 4 6  A 2

Table 2.3: Transition probabilities T (s-1) for single-particle (Weisskopf estimates)
transitions expressed by B(EL) (e2(fm)2i) and B(ML) fm)2i_2). The energies E are 
measured in MeV [Ri04].

• the transition of multipolairy L is due to a single proton that changes between 

two states with total angular momentum L+| and

• we take the radial parts of the nuclear wave functions to be constant up to the 

nuclear radius and zero outside;

• any numerical factors due to angular momentum coupling are set to one.

Table 2.3 provides the expressions for the single-particle estimates for the transition 

probabilities. The general equations for the single-particle estimates for the reduced 

probability matrix element are [Ri04]

1 o2L / q \ 2

B{EL) = T T  ( lT 3) A f  te2(fm)21] ’ (2'50)

for the electric transitions and

B(M L) =  “ (1.2)21- 2 ( j l j f  [ A  ■ (fm)“ - 2] , (2.51)

for magnetic transitions, where A is the atomic mass number.
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Based on the Weisskopf estimates we can draw two conclusions, the lower multi

polarities are dominant and that electric radiation is more probable than magnetic 

radiation.

Internal conversion

Internal conversion is an electromagnetic process that competes with 7 emission. 

The process occurs because the nuclear electromagnetic field may interact with a 

bound atomic electron giving it sufficient energy to escape the atom. The discrete 

energy of the ejected electron Te is equal to the transition energy A E, between an 

excited state and a lower excited state or ground state, minus the electron binding 

energy Be,

Te =  A E  -  Be. (2.52)

We witness a set of energies of emitted internal conversion electrons for a given 

AE. The electron binding energy varies with the atomic orbital, a list of these is 

provided for nobelium in Table 2.4. The electron binding energy in a particular shell 

sets a threshold energy for the internal conversion process and we may categorize 

them according to the electron shell from which they originate, i.e. K, L, M, and 

so forth (corresponding to the principle quantum numbers n =  1, 2, 3 ,...). From 

Equation 2.52 we can deduce that the electrons of a particular shell can only be 

emitted if the transition energy is greater than the binding energy.

The resulting vacancy in one of the electronic shells following the conversion pro

cess is filled by electrons from higher shells and, as a consequence of the atomic

K Li l 2 U M i m 2 m 3 m 4 M 5

149.2 29.2 28.3 21.9 7.7 7.2 5.7 5.0 4.7

Table 2.4: Atomic electron binding energies Be for nobelium for the innermost atomic 
shells (in keV) [Fi96].
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arrangement, a characteristic X-ray is emitted. The X-rays observed by the experi

mentalist allow an identification of the Z of the nucleus under study.

When considering the total decay probability for electromagnetic decay we need 

to take into account that it is composed of two competing processes, 7-ray emission 

and internal conversion. We may write this in the form

A t — A7 +  Ae =  A7(l +  a), (2.53)

where At is the total decay probability, A7>e are the probabilities for 7 emission and 

internal conversion and a is the total internal conversion coefficient, defined as the 

probability of electron emission relative to 7 emission,

a =  Ae/A7. (2.54)

The coefficient is the sum of all partial conversion coefficients of the different electron 

orbitals, i.e. a  =  a x  +  &li +  07,2 +  07,3 +  .... There is an increased probability for 

internal conversion, and therefore a greater magnitude in the conversion coefficient, 

for shells close to the nucleus due to the proximity of the nuclear electromagnetic 

field.

There are a number of features of internal conversion that we can point to and 

which play an important role in this study. The nucleus under investigation is high 

Z and we note that conversion coefficients increase as Z ?J. The conversion coeffi

cients also decrease with increasing transition energy (we observe a number of low 

energy transitions in this study). Furthermore, the conversion coefficients increase 

with the multipole order of the transition and decrease with 1/n3 for higher atomic 

shells [Kr88]. Calculations of conversion coefficients for this study are performed 

using the software BRICC [ICC].

Comparison of the theoretical values of the conversion coefficient with values ob

tained from the experimental ratios of conversion electrons and 7-ray emission inten

sities provide an indication of the multipolarity of the transition.
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Magnetic dipole moment

Measurement of the magnetic dipole moment allows one to obtain an experimental 

distinction between proton and neutron single-particle states. The magnetic dipole 

moment fi is produced by the orbital motion of the protons and the intrinsic spins of 

all nucleons. The moment provides a gauge of the current distribution in a nucleus. 

The magnetic dipole moment operator can be calculated by summing over all the 

nucleons
A

9 = (jjliih + 5si£i) ; (2.55)
i

where /j,n is the nuclear magneton (=  eh/2mN) and gt and gs are the orbital and spin 

angular momentum g-factors for free nucleons:

proton: gt =  1, gs =  5.5856

neutron: gL =  0, gs =  -3.8262

If we assume that the protons are evenly distributed throughout a rotating nucleus 

with core angular momentum R, then we can estimate a core contribution to the 

magnetic moment via

R =  gRRg-N with gR «  Z/A, (2.56)

where gR is the rotational g-factor describing the collective rotation. Figure 2.15 

displays a reduction of gR below Z/A for the first excited 2+ states in even-even nuclei. 

This is certainly evident for nuclei which exhibit rotational behaviour. Expression 2.56 

holds for even-even nuclei with no intrinsic excitation. For K  > 1/2 we introduce a 

single-particle g-factor denoted by gK. The total angular momentum is now R =  I+ j 

and the magnitude of the magnetic dipole moment can be expressed as

9 =  9rI  +  (9k ~  gR) [K 2/ ( /  +  1)] . (2.57)

A deduction of (gK — gR) allows for a measurement of the strength of the in-band 

B(M1) decays (the reduced Ml transition rate) which depend on the single-particle
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structure of the odd-particle (units Pn2),

B(M1; I I  -  1) =  |  ( gK -  gRf  K * {I ~ g (+J + K ) . (2.58)

Electric quadrupole moment

The electric quadrupole moment Q0 is a measure of the deviation of charge distri

bution from spherical symmetry of the nucleus. The electric quadrupole operator is 

expressed in terms of the charge density p(r),

eQ (r) =  J p(r) (3cos2# -  l )  dV, (2.59)

where 9 is the angle subtended by the radius vector r. If the nucleus is spherical 

then the integral over the nuclear volume will be zero. Positive quadrupole moments 

are characteristic of prolate deformed shapes and may be calculated in terms of the 

deformation parameter (3,

Q0 =  ^ = R 2avZ(3 (1 +  0.16/?), (2.60)
V ott

Figure 2.15: Values of the rotational ^-factor for the first excited 2+ states in even-even 
nuclei. Figure taken from [Bo98].
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where Q0 is known as the intrinsic quadrupole moment and Rav =  RoA1/3.

In the rotational model, the measurement of the intrinsic quadrupole moment 

allows for a calculation of the reduced E2 transition rate (units e2b2)

B (E 2-I ^  I  

and for an unstretched transition 

B (E 2 ,I

2) =  ^ Q ? {'I - K) {l - K , - , l ) { I : i * ), { I X K - l \  (2.61)1Ô7T °  °  °  1 11( 2 / - 2 ) ( 2 / -  l ) / ( 2/  +  1)

T_ u =  5 2 3K 2( I - K ) ( I  +  K )
’  16tt̂ 0( / - l ) / ( 2/ +  ! ) ( /  +  !) ' (2.62)

Further to this, the experimental ratio, in units of [¡i2N/e2b2] can now be

calculated using the expression

B(M1] / —>/  — !) 8 [9 K -g R? K 2 ( 2 / - ! ) ( / - ! )
B ( £ 2 ; / - > / - 2 )  5 Qo ( /  — 1 +  /<:)(/ — l — kt) '

(2.63)

By comparing the experimentally observed :§ ^ y  values with those produced theo

retically, a specific assignment of a multi-quasiparticle state can be made.

Branching ratios and g-factors

Experimentally it is difficult to obtain absolute B(M1) and B(E2) values through 

measurements of the mean lifetimes of nuclear states. The intrinsic structure of a 

rotational band can be inferred by measuring the intensity of the A I  =  1 and A I  =  

2 branches and their energies [Rag95]

52 2K 2(2I — 1) fE i\ 5 J7(AJ =  2)
(2.64)

1 +  J2 ( I + 1 ) ( I - 1  +  K ) { I - 1 - K ) \ E 2J J7(A / =  1) 

where 5 is the E2/M1 mixing ratio, Ei and E2 are the dipole and quadrupole transition 

energies and /7 are the relative 7-ray intensities.

The gK value can be approximated using the expression

I9k ~ 9r \ = 0-93#!
Qo ( ' }

But we note that Equation 2.65 only gives the magnitude of the value gK - gR. 

Therefore, two different branching ratios will be consistent with the experimentally 

measured values making it difficult to distinguish between different configurations.
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An effective ^-factor of two unlike particles (g1, jx) and (g2, j2) can be obtained 

by combining the individual g-factors

9i + 92 . 9i ~~ 92 
9j  = ^ ^  +  ~ 2 ~

where J =  j x +  j2.

2.6 High-If states and isomers

Isomers are nuclei in highly excited metastable states with inhibited electromag

netic decay which have a lifetime longer than states which decay promptly, approxi

mately 1 ns, although there is no set criterion for classification. Isomer half-lives can 

be remarkably long since isomer de-excitation depends on spontaneous emission. In 

addition, excitation energies of the isomeric states may reach several MeV. For ex

ample the spin state 16Ti in 178Hf has a half-life of 31 years and an excitation energy 

of 2.4 MeV.

Isomeric states arise due to a secondary energy minimum for nuclear variables 

of shape elongation, spin or the projection of the total spin along the symmetry 

axis of the nucleus. Figure 2.16 illustrates the different ways in which isomers are 

formed [Wa99].

Shape isomers originate in a secondary energy minimum at a point of large elon

gation of the nucleus, where the initial energy minimum corresponds to the ground 

state. Decay modes include both fission and 7-ray emission.

Spin-trap isomers arise when the decay to a lower energy state requires a large 

change in spin. Hence the emission of radiation with high multipolarity is necessary to 

meet the demand in change in spin. Equations 2.50 and 2.51 indicate that transitions 

with high multipolarity are less probable and this leads to the extended lifetimes of 

these states.

The A-trap isomer is a variation of the spin trap isomer, where the orientation 

of the spin vector, and not exclusively the magnitude, acts to produce the isomeric 

state. The value of K  is not a directly measured quantity, but it is widely assumed to

j i { j i  +  1) — J2C/2 +  1)
J(J +  1)

(2.66)
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be equal to the total angular momentum of the isomer. We expect to find K  isomers 

in regions where high-if orbitals are at the Fermi surface, the orbitals couple together 

to give energetically favoured states with high K.

For the analysis detailed in this study we are concerned with the latter isomer 

K  traps, which arise only in axially symmetric, deformed nuclei well away from the 

closed shells that favour spherical shapes.

The if-selection rule for 7 emission is that for K  to remain a good quantum number

L > \AK\, (2.67)

where A i f  is the change in i f  between the initial and final states and L is the mult-

polarity of the transition.

Empirical observations show that if-forbidden transitions are permitted, and a 

measure of their forbiddenness v is derived via

v =  |Aif| — L. (2.68)

For example, there is a K  =  8 isomer in 180Hf at 1.1 MeV which decays via a A =  1 

transition to a K  =  0 state, so that A if  =  8. These transitions are hindered, rather 

than forbidden. A reduced hindrance factor can be calculated using

/ ,  =  f Uv =  [{T1/2)eXV/{T1/2)wu}l/\  (2.69)

Figure 2.16: An illustration of the secondary energy minima observed for several nuclear 
variables responsible for the different isomers. Figure taken from [Wa99].
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where Fw is the Weisskopf hindrance factor, (Ti/2)eXp is the partial 7-ray half-life and 

{T\/2)wu is a theoretical single-particle Weisskopf estimate. The reduced-hindrance 

value is used for a systematic comparison of isomeric states. General behaviour noted 

by Lòbner [L068] pointed at the Weisskopf hindrance factor decreasing approximately 

by a factor of one hundred per degree of A"-forbiddenness. This was in agreement with 

a rule proposed by Rusinov [Ru61],

logFw =  2 (I Ai^l - L ) .  (2.70)

However, it was found experimentally that values of Fw are larger than those provided 

by Rusinov’s rule for most multipole transitions.



Chapter 3

Experimental Techniques

This chapter details the process of fusion evaporation reactions used in the pro

duction of transfermium elements. The beam of ions used as the projectiles in the 

reaction are produced via an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source and their 

acceleration is performed by the K130 cyclotron at the Accelerator Laboratory of the 

University of Jyvaskyla (JYFL). The experimental setup at JYFL will be discussed and 

a brief overview will be given of the experimental setup utilised at the Gesellschaft fur 

Schwerionenforschung (GSl), namely the separator and detectors, from which extra 

statistics have been exploited in order to further our study.

3.1 Production of heavy elements

The production of elements in the region of Z fa 102 is challenging as one has to 

overcome the strong competition from fission and also the drawbacks of low reaction 

cross sections. Production via heavy ion induced fusion evaporation reactions is the 

preferred method of production of transfermium elements and in the Z ~  102 region 

reactions have been performed with moderate cross sections, producing nuclei with a 

high degree of angular momentum and excitation energy.

44
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3.1.1 Heavy-ion fusion evaporation reactions and the decay 

of the compound nucleus

The nuclei produced in this study were created via heavy-ion fusion evaporation 

reactions. This form of reaction constitutes a projectile nucleus (a beam of ions) 

which is incident on a stationary target nucleus. This process and subsequent decay 

can be written in the form

{Ap, Zp) +  {At, Zt) {Ac, Zcy  -* {.Aer, Zer) +  E P  +  y-rays, (3.1)

where the subscripts p, t, c and er on the mass number, A, and proton number, 

Z, of the nucleus denote the projectile, target, compound nucleus, and evaporation 

residue. We shall discuss the formation of the compound nucleus and also its decay 

to the ground state, where evaporation particles, EP, and y-rays are emitted.

Fusion of the projectile and target to form a compound nucleus depends upon 

two conditions being satisfied. The first condition is that the incident projectile must 

possess enough energy to overcome the Coulomb barrier between the projectile and 

the target nucleus. The Coulomb barrier, assuming spherical nuclei, can be written 

in the form [Ho78]

Ecb «  , , y ,eL lMW]. (3.2)
A p A t

The excitation energy, E*, of the compound nucleus can be expressed in terms of 

a centre-of-mass bombarding energy, E cu  and a Q-value for the compound nucleus 

formation

E* =  E cu  +  Q- (3-3)

This shows that the compound nucleus formation represents the limit of a completely 

inelastic process, where all of the relative kinetic energy in the incident channel is 

absorbed [Ba80].
The second condition which must be met regards the impact parameter of the 

reaction. If the centrifugal forces, caused by the rapid rotation of the compound
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Drift length of approximately 1 cm

projectile

target

Impact ground state

Figure 3.1: Illustration depicting the formation of the compound nucleus and the subse
quent decay to the ground state. Figure modified from reference [Pa05].

nucleus, are not to overcome the attraction of the nuclear force than the compound 

nucleus must be formed with adequately low angular momentum [Ho78].

Fission dominates for heavy nuclei but if the above mentioned criteria are met 

and the compound nucleus is formed then the decay to a quiescent state is executed 

through several processes [Ba80, CaOO, Ho78], illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Ini

tially, at the point of formation, we can think of the compound nucleus in terms 

of an analogy with the evaporation of molecules from a liquid. The kinetic energy 

shared amongst the constituent nucleons in the newly formed compound nucleus is 

not enough for them to break free from the nucleus. However, collisions between 

the nucleons may occassionally converge enough energy to a single neutron or proton 

allowing it to escape. In this study, these evaporation particles are predominantly 

neutrons since the decay of charged particles is suppressed due to the high Coulomb 

barrier of the high-Z compound nucleus. At each point of neutron evaporation, ap

proximately 6-8 MeV of excitation energy is removed from the compound nucleus as 

it decays from a highly excited state at an initial energy of approximately 40 MeV. 

The angular momentum removed from the system in this region of de-excitation is 

low due to the small mass of the neutron.

Neutron emission is strongly inhibited when the excitation energy above the yrast
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Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the de-excitation mechanisms in heavy-ion reac
tions [CaOO].

line is approximately equal to or less than the neutron separation energy, at this 

point gamma emission is adopted. De-excitation by a cascade of statistical dipole 

(El) 7-rays removes large amounts of energy but little angular momentum. These 

7-rays cannot be resolved because of the high level density.

Within 2-3 MeV of the yrast line the nucleus reaches its final stage of cooling 

which is completed by the emission of E2 7-ray transitions. The discrete transitions 

decrease the rotation of the nucleus, removing large amounts of angular momentum. 

Spectroscopic studies are conducted on these transitions which reveal properties of 

the structure of the nucleus.

The projectile, 48Ca, and target, 208Pb, used in this study are both doubly magic. 

This leads to a favourable reaction Q-value. Hence the compound nucleus can be 

formed with lower excitation energy and therefore decreasing the probability of fission.

Figure 3.3 shows the production cross sections recorded for the In, 2n and 3n chan

nels for the 48Ca +  208Pb reaction. Two characteristics hold for the total evaporation 

channel cross section. The decreasing Coulomb barrier penetrability terminates the
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Figure 3.3: Evaporation residue cross-sections for the In (white circles), 2n (black circles) 
and 3n (grey circles) channels for the reaction 48Ca + 208Pb. The solid lines show a 
prediction made by the evaporation code HIVAP. Figure modified from reference [Ga89].

excitation function at low energy and the probability of fission causes the excitation  

function to diminish gradually at higher energy.
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3.2 Geometry of setup at JYFL

Figure 3.4  shows a schematic representation of the experimental setup at JYFL. 

Following the formation and acceleration of the beam, the bombardment of the tar

get occurs at the central position of the JUROGAM array. The subsequent recoils 

are preferentially selected from the primary beam-like products following the fusion 

evaporation reaction using the RITU gas-filled separator. After which the implanted 

recoils and emitted radiation are detected at the focal plane via GREAT. All of the 

individual components are discussed in detail in the following sections.

Figure 3.4: Schematic drawing of the experimental setup at JYFL. From left to right, the 

JUROGAM array, the RITU gas-filled recoil separator and the GREAT focal plane spectrom

eter. The AJ30 cyclotron beam line arrives from the left-hand side. The insets show the 

implantation detectors at the front (right) and the target position at the front (left) with 

the supporting structure of JUROGAM illustrated [Se07].
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3.3 The JUROGAM array

Large germanium detector arrays were constructed to study nuclear structure at 

high angular momentum. The high energy resolution and efficiency within a wide 

energy range presented by the arrays improved measurements of the 7 ray cascades 

produced in the decay of high spin states.

The details of the operation of semiconductor germanium detectors and the inter

actions of 7 rays within such devices are not discussed in this work, but are explained 

in detail in reference [KnOO]. However, it is important to note that a major problem 

occurs within the energy range of this study. Multiple Compton scattering of the 

incident radiation will lead to a large background component. Compton suppression 

is one of the main principles required for 7-ray detection in the energy range 100 keV 

- 1 . 5  MeV. To overcome this problem a bismuth-germanate Compton-suppression 

shield surrounding the germanium detector suppresses the background arising from 

Compton-scattered events [No94].

The JUROGAM detector array, commissioned in 2003, is used to detect prompt 7 

rays at the target area in in-beam spectroscopy experiments. The array consists of 43 

EUROGAM Phase-I type Compton-suppressed germanium detectors, provided from 

the GAMMAPOOL of resources from the former EUROBALL, and includes detectors 

from the UK-France Loan Pool. Each detector module, consisting of a high purity 

Ge detector and a Compton-suppression shield is mounted in a honeycomb geometry 

in an attempt to provide the best solid-angle coverage. Twelve regular pentagons 

form a dodecahedron shell around the target position of which each is divided into 

six sections to hold a detector into position. Unfortunately, the recoil separator RITU 

restricts full use of the accommodation made available in the surrounding framework. 

The framework can be split into two hemispheres, perpendicular to the beam axis, 

thus removing JUROGAM from the experiment, to allow the use of high intensity beams 

for decay spectroscopy measurements at the focal plane. The angular specifications 

of the array are given in Table 3.1.

T he JUROGAM array has a recorded absolute total photopeak efficiency of 4 %
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Array position 6° 0 °

1 - 5 157.6 0, 72, 144, 216, 288

6 - 15 133.57 18, 54, 90, 126, 162, 198, 234, 270, 306, 342

16 - 25 107.94 13.6, 58.6, 85.6, 130.4, 157.6, 202.4, 229.4, 274.4, 304, 344

26 - 30 94.16 36, 108, 180, 252, 324

31 - 35 85.84 0, 72, 144, 216, 288

36 - 39, 42 - 45 72.05 22.4, 49.9, 94.4, 121.6, 238.1, 265.6, 310.4, 337.6

Table 3.1 : Table showing the JUEOGAM array specification. Angles 6° are defined with 

respect to the beam direction, (j> — 0° is defined as vertically upwards, <fi increases in a 

clockwise direction when the array is viewed from a position upstream [JYU].

at 1.3 MeV for 7-rays [JYU]. An absolute efficiency curve for the array, measured 

during an experiment conducted in April 2006, from which data is used in this study, 

is shown in Figure 3.5. The eficiency data was compiled using sources of 152Eu and 

133Ba which were placed at the target position and data was collected for a known 

period of time. Using this data the absolute efficiency of the JUROGAM array is 

measured to be 3.66 % at 1.3 MeV. The difference between the aforementioned 4 

% value and the calculated value is due to detectors being switched off during the 

experimental run. For the experiment conducted in May 2007, from which data is 

also analysed in this study, the absolute efficiency of the JUROGAM array is measured 

to be 3.76 % at 1.3 MeV. The curve was fitted to the data using the formula [Rad95]

e f f  =  F  exp [(A +  Bx)~E +  {C +  D x)~E] ^  , (3.4)

where x =  \n(EQ and the 7-ray energy is in keV. The coefficients and their errors 

used for experiments April 2006 and May 2007 are presented in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
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A =  -2.97 800 

D =  -0.543 20

B =  1.71 20 

E  =  11.01 1600

C =  8.55 800 

F =  0.00035 300

Table 3.2: Table showing the coefficients used for the JUROGAM absolute efficiency cal

culation for the April 2006 experiment. The errors on the coefficients were applied to the 

correction of recorded transition intensities.

A =  -9.51 700 B =  3.18 150 C =  8.86 100

D =  -0.607 60 E =  4.24 650 F =  0.00042 400

Table 3.3: Table showing the coefficients used for the JUROGAM absolute efficiency cal

culation for the May 2007 experiment. The errors on the coefficients were applied to the 

correction of recorded transition intensities.

Figure 3.5: The absolute photopeak efficiency of the JUROGAM array for the April 2006 

experiment.
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3.4 Recoil separator

Recoil separators are used to separate in-flight evaporation residues in heavy-ion 

induced fusion reactions. Production cross-sections can be low and so therefore effec

tive separation is crucial. We may arrive at the separation of charged particles by a 

variety of means, including mass, charge, momentum and energy, or any combination 

thereof, with electric and magnetic fields. There is a variety of recoil separators in 

operation which perform according to different properties. The Recoil Ion Transport 

Unit (RITU) at JYFL and the Separator for Heavy Ion reaction Products (SHIP) at 

GSI were used in the acquisition of data presented here and will be discussed.

Let us consider how the applied fields act to separate the evaporation residues. 

The Lorentz force is the force acting on moving charged particles in the presence of 

a magnetic field B and an electric field E. In the case of an applied magnetic field, 

the Lorentz force can be written as

F  mag =  Q ' {.U X B) . (3.5)

To calculate the distance the radius of curvature we note that Fmag =  Fcentr and 

that the Lorentz force provides the centripetal acceleration necessary to maintain the 

circular orbit. Thus

R = (3.6)
mv p 
~qB= ~qB'

implying that a magnetic field separates the evaporation residues according to their 

momentum-to-charge ratio.

A combination of a magnetic and electric fields can be used to focus the evapo

ration residues. The electric force acting on a charged particle in an electric field is 

given by

FUlec =  q- E.  (3.7)

If we consider Figure 3.6 then the relationship between the velocity in the x and y 

directions is

tan$ =  vy/vx. (3.8)
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M agnetic field Electric field

X

Figure 3.6: Figures showing how the applied magnetic and electric fields within a recoil 

separator act to separate the evaporation residues. Figure modified from reference [He07].

The velocity in the y frame can be calculated using the second law of motion

vy =  ayt =  qE/m ■ L/vx, (3.9)

and therefore

tan$ =  -^^7, (3.10)
mvi

implying that the electric field separates the evaporation residues according to their 

energy-to-charge ratio.

When we combine the two fields

EUot =  q (E  +  v x B ) , (3.11)

and fulfill the relationship E =  —v0B, we conclude that

Ftot =  0 for v =  vQ and Ftot ^  0 for v ^  v0, (3-12)

indicating an independence of q and a filtration according to velocity, which is the 

fundamental principle of the velocity filter, SHIP [Mii79].

For highly asymmetric reactions gas-filled separators work well. The concept of 

a gas-filled separator was proposed by Cohen and Fulmer [Co58]. As the heavy 

ions pass through a dilute gas, collisions occur with the gas molecules leading to 

charge exchanges and a continuous change of the electronic charge state of the ion.
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If we consider 1 metre of travel of a moderately energetic heavy ion in a gas of low 

pressure (1 mbar) then its electronic charge state is changed 100-1000 times in atomic 

collisions [Le97]. The resulting average charge state, qave, then defines the trajectory 

at which the ions follow in a magnetic field [Gh88]:

Qave

p 0.0227A
------------------------------------- =  -----------------------  /  777

{v/vB)eZ U 3 ZV 3 (3.13)

where Bp is the magnetic rigidity of the ions, composed of B, the magnetic flux density 

and p, the radius of curvature, and p is the momentum of the ion. The average 

charge state of the gas can be expressed in terms of the Thomas-Fermi model of the 

atom, qave =  (v/vB) eZ lC , since we use the assumption that all orbital electrons 

whose velocities are less than the ion’s velocities are stripped. The Bohr velocity is 

given by vB =  (l/137)c ms-1 and Z and A are the atomic number and mass of the 

recoiling ion [Bo40, Lam40]. From Equation 3.13 we draw the conclusion that the 

magnetic rigidity is independent of the initial charge-state and velocity distribution 

of the ions and that a gas-filled separator essentially act as a mass separator [Le95]. 

In principle, all charge states and velocity distributions are collected leading to a 

high transmission efficiency (this concept is illustrated in Figure 3.7). However, the 

efficiency is hindered by the scattering of the recoils within the gas which reduces the 

mass resolving power [Gh88]. Gas pressures of the order of 1 mbar are desirable to 

focus the recoils on the focal-plane detector.

3.4.1 The RITU gas-filled recoil separator

We have shown that according to equation 3.13 that RITU is essentially a mass 

separator. The ion optical configuration of RITU is of the form (QnDQ^Qv) where 

the initial vertically focusing quadrupole magnet (Qv) was introduced to improve 

accordance with the acceptance of the dipole magnet (D). This configuration has a 

3 0 %  higher angular acceptance than that of the basic separator type of (DQQ) design. 

The dipole magnet is the dispersive element of the setup and the latter quadrupole 

douplet (Q^Q-y) acts to focus the fusion products into the focal plane detectors [Le97].
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Figure 3.7: An illustration of the contrast of the separation of recoils in a magnetic separa
tor in vacuum mode (left) and gas-filled mode (right). The radial dispersion in the vacuum 
mode is greater as the individual charge states following their own trajectory before arriving 
at the focal plane.

Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of the RITU separator. Modifications to the dipole chamber 
where a beam dump acts to collect unreacted and scattered primary beam particles are 
shown [Gr04],

The separator RITU is shown shematically in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram of the SHIP velocity filter. Focal plane detectors at the top 

right-hand side of the diagram are labelled.

3 .4 .2  The SHIP velocity filter

The SHIP velocity filter at GSI follows the principle of Statement 3.12 and filters 

according to the specific kinematics properties of the fusion products. SHIP has sepa

rated electric field and magnetic fields, unlike the standard Wien-filters, and a config

uration of the the form (QQQEDDDDEQQQ) where (E) is an electric deflector. An 

additional 7.5° deflection magnet is positioned behind SHIP to produce a significant 

reduction to the background [HoOO]. The separator SHIP is shown schematically in 

Figure 3.9.

3.5 The GREAT focal plane spectrometer

The Gamma Recoil Electron Alpha Tagging (GREAT) spectrometer is positioned 

at the focal plane of the RITU separator where the evaporation residues are implanted
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and the subsequent delayed radiation is detected. The GREAT spectrometer was 

commissioned in 2002 and is a collection of silicon, germanium and gas detectors 

used for decay measurements at the focal plane or for use as a tagging spectrometer 

for measuring prompt decays at the target position. The individual components are 

discussed in detail in reference [Pa03]. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 present the constituent 

elements of the spectrometer, outlined in the following pages, which are used to detect 

protons, a particles, (3 particles, 7 rays or conversion electrons with high efficiency.

3.5.1 The multi-wire proportional counter

The Multi-Wire Proportional Counter (MWPC) acts as an active recoil discrimi

nator at the entrance of GREAT. Mylar foils partition the isobutane gas within the 

MWPC from the helium gas within RITU at the entrance window and from the vacuum 

of GREAT at the exit window. The MWPC has two functions to perform, the first en

tails a coincidence/anticoincidence technique whereby the recoils which pass through 

the counter generate a signal before they arrive at the implantation detector. The 

subsequent radioactive decay within the implantation detector from the recoiling ion 

will not generate a signal within the counter and thus we are able to discriminate be

tween the two. Secondly, the energy-loss and timing signals obtained from the counter 

allow the experimentalist to differentiate between the fusion reaction products and 

the scattered beam particles.

3.5.2 The double-sided silicon strip detector

Energies of the implanted recoiling ions are measured in two adjacent Double-Sided 

Silicon Strip Detectors (DSSSD). The characteristics of the DSSSD ensure excellent 

position sensitivity to measure the decay particles of the implanted recoiling ions. A 

single Si strip detector measures 60 mm x 40 mm with a strip pitch of 1 mm in both 

the x and y directions, thus constructing 4800 pixels. The recoil-detection efficiency 

is estimated at approximately 85 %. The DSSSD has a thickness of 300 pm, easily 

accommodating typical recoil implantation products at a depth of approximately 1 -
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10 fim, but it is possible for a percentage of the a-particles to escape the detector.

Figure 3.10: Diagram of the GREAT focal plane spectrometer [Se07]. Three segmented 

clover detectors surround the vacuum chamber in which a box of 28 silicon PIN photodiode 

detectors, 2 double-sided Si strip detectors and a planar germanium detector are installed. 

The recoils enter from the left.
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Figure 3.11: A  schematic drawing of the GREAT spectrometer modified from refer

ence [Pa05]. Recoils are implanted in the DSSSD after passing through the M W P C . Subse

quent decay radiation is measured in the surrounding silicon and germanium detectors.

3 .5 .3  Silicon PIN photodiode detectors

Twenty eight PIN diodes are arranged in a box formation around the DSSSD to 

measure conversion electrons emitted by the reaction products with an active area of 

28 mm x  28 mm and a thickness of 500 /m i. GEANT Monte Carlo simulations [An04] 

have shown that for a single PIN diode the full energy electron detection peaks at 

23 % for 300 keV electrons.

3.5.4 Segmented Planar germanium detector

Mounted directly behind the DSSSD, a planar germanium strip detector (PLANAR) 

is used to measure X rays, low energy 7 rays and ¡3 particles. The PLANAR detector 

has orthogonal strips on both faces with a pitch of 5 mm on an active area of 120 mm 

x 60 mm. The detector is electrically segmented by 24 x 12 strips on the front and 

rear faces. Absolute photo-peak 7-ray efficiency for the PLANAR detector is calculated 

using GEANT Monte Carlo simulations and is displayed in Figure 3.12 [An04], A cut-
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Figure 3.12: Absolute photo-peak 7-ray efficiencies calculated using GEANT Monte Carlo 
simulations for a series of detectors/combinations at the focal plane of RITU [An04]

off is observed at 500 keV since the high energy cut-off of this detector was set at 

approximately 400 keV during this study.

3.5.5 Segmented Clover detector

The CLOVER detector is mounted outside the vacuum chamber of GREAT and is 

used to measure higher energy 7 rays. Two further detectors were positioned at the 

focal plane in 2006/07 to greatly enhance the detection of high energy 7-rays, their 

arrangement is shown in Figure 3.10. Each CLOVER has four crystals each with a 

diameter of 70 mm and a length of 105 mm. The crystals are tapered at 15° for the
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first 30 mm of length. A bismuth-germanate Compton-suppression shield surrounds 

the CLOVER detector. Figure 3.12 shows the absolute photo-peak 7-ray efficiency for 

a top CLOVER (positioned above the vacuum chamber of GREAT) and a side CLOVER 

and the combination thereof calculated using GEANT Monte Carlo simulations in 

reference [An04],

Figure 3.13 shows the total efficiency for the configurations of Ge detectors used 

in experiments conducted for this study. The results are compiled from the simulated

Figure 3 .13: The total efficiency of the combined germanium detectors at the focal plane 

for each experiment performed at JYFL in this study using simulated data from refer

ence [An04], The reduction in efficiency at approximately 400 keV for each experiment is 

due to the high energy cut-off applied to the PLANAR detector. The April 2006 and May 

2007 incorporated two side CLOVER detectors and hence the greater efficiency at higher 

energy. Other variations in efficiency arise from individual strips in the PLAN AR  detector 

being inactive during an experiment.
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data used in Figure 3.12.

With regard to the JYFL PLANAR and CLOVER detectors, Reference [An04] states 

that the statistical errors on the reported efficiency values are small. These errors 

are small compared to the statistical uncertainty of the counts themselves and hence 

have not been used.

3.6 GSI - Experimental setup

The focal plane of SHIP consists of three time-of-flight (TOF) detectors, seven iden

tical 16-strip position-sensitive silicon detectors and a CLOVER germanium detector, 

illustrated in the top right-hand side of Figure 3.9.

The three carbon foil TOF detectors are mounted 150 mm apart in front of the 

silicon detectors. When a heavy ion passes through the foils secondary electrons 

are emitted which are accelerated and transported by applied electric and magnetic 

fields onto a microchannel plate for multiplication. From the time-of-flight and en

ergy information it is possible to identify different mass regions. Time resolution is 

measured at «  700 ps for the detectors and each detector has an efficiency of 99.8 %, 

permitting good anticoincidence/coincidence measurements of recoils and decays in 
the implantation detector [Sa96].

The implantation or stop detector is one of the seven 16-strip silicon detectors. 

The detector has an active area of 80 mm x 35 mm and a thickness of 300 ¡j,m with 

approximately 200 effective pixels. Upstream of the stop detector are six identical 

silicon detectors arranged in a 2ir configuration of 80 % coverage. These are used to 

detect those fission fragments or a-particles which escape the stop detector.

Behind the stop detector is the SHIP-CLOVER detector comprising of four crystals 

used for measuring 7 rays. Each crystal has a length of 70 mm and a diameter of 54 

mm [Ho00]. The results of a 152Eu and 133Ba efficiency measurement for the detector 

is shown in Figure 3.14 and the coefficients used to apply the fit using Equation 3.4 

are presented in Table 3.4 [Su07].
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Figure 3.14: Plot of the absolute efficiency of the SHIP-CLOVER detector against 7-ray 

energy. The fit was applied using Equation 3.4 and data points were obtained from refer

ence [Su07].

A =  -1.29 3000 B =  1.40 SO C =  10.94 3000

D =  -1.12 4 E =  5.06 3000 F  =  0.00093 2500

Table 3.4: Table showing the coefficients used for the SHIP-CLOVER detector absolute effi

ciency calculation. The errors on the coefficients were applied to the correction of recorded 

transition intensities.
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3.7 Data acquisition

3.7.1 Total data readout analysis

Nuclear-structure studies where isomeric states are under examination have met 

serious drawbacks due to the dead time arising in conventional recoil decay tagging 

techniques because of the necessity for long correlation gates. Total Data Readout 

(TDR) was developed to escape the flaws presented by hardware trigger systems where 

a common dead time data acquisition system was previously used. TDR allows each 

detector channel to be ran independently where each data word is associated with a 

100 MHz clock allowing the channels to be associated in software for event reconstruc

tion. Spatial and temporal constraints decided by the experiment specifics define the 

correlation of events in the software.

Let us consider an example of a recoil which is implanted at the focal plane into a 

Si strip detector. Using the recoil-tagging technique we set a window on the time of 

flight and select those 7 rays associated at the target position with the recoil. Also, 

delayed emissions from the recoil in the strip detector are recorded (or possibly in the 

other surrounding detectors of GREAT). We record their x, y position and correlate 

to the original recoil.

When an event occurs within any detector signals are sent to the ADCs (Analog- 

to-Digital Converters) from linear amplifiers and via CFDs (Constant-Fraction Dis

criminators) by timing amplifiers. The purpose of the CFD at this point is to generate 

a gate and so therefore a single input can start a group of inputs. The pulse at the 

ADC is time stamped via the 100 MHz clock distribution from a Metronome module. 

The module also ensures that the ADCs remain synchronized. Patterns in the data 

stream are obtained using a hit-pattern module. The outputs from the ADCs and 

the hit pattern module, the timestamped data, are given an identity to determine 

from which signal they are from and which detector they were recorded in. These 

outputs are sent in chronological order from the buffer over a gigabit Ethernet to 

the event builder. Each data stream is sent to storage and to an online device for
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Figure 3.15: Schematic diagram of the GREAT TDR system’s electronics and data acqui
sition [LaOl].

analysis [LaOl].

3.7.2 GRAIN analysis package

In order to analyse TDR data the GRAIN data analysis framework is used. The 

post-processing of the data stream is completed entirely by the Java written software 

GRAIN, where event building and analysis is performed by making temporal and 

spatial correlations to form events and the removal of irrelevant data.

The analysis is initialised using two methods. Stream filtering acts to eliminate 

undesired data (vetoed and pile-up) prior to building events. Secondly, event parsing 

acts to construct events. Any signal from the implantation detector can be used as 

a trigger in decay spectroscopy and tagging experiments to construct events, and the 

multiplicity of hits in a detector array will act as a trigger for events in in-beam 

experiments. Iterations on a ring buffer which holds the data objects provide access 

to data preceding and following a data item.
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T he GRAIN graphical user interface acts as the control thread for data sorting 

of a multithread data processing framework. The framework consists of sub-tasks 

including the sort engine and correlation framework which are controlled by the user 

whereby they write their own routines to reduce data or to implement RDT for the 

purpose of correlating events.

T he spectra shown in the following chapters were created using the GRAIN analysis 

package, where one- and two-dimensional time and energy gates can be applied to 

produce one- and two-dimensional spectra [Rah07].



Chapter 4

Experimental Details and Analysis 

Techniques

4.1 Reaction specifications

The 254No nuclei were produced by the 208Pb(48Ca,2n)254No fusion evaporation re

action at a cross section of the order of 3 fib and were then separated from the primary 

beam-like products in the gas-filled recoil separator RITU before being detected at the 

focal plane.

The 48Ca beam was generated in the ECR ion source, from where 48Ca10+ highly 

charged ions were transported to the cyclotron and accelerated to an energy of 219 

MeV. The targets used in this study were of a thickness of 446 fig/cm2 on a carbon 

backing support. Unlike other studies in the Z se 102 region, there is no requirement 

to place degraders in front of the targets to reduce the beam energy to an optimum 

value.

Our collaborators at GSI-SHIP also made a measurement and we have been granted 

access to the data. It has been analysed in a PhD thesis of B. Sulignano [Sul07] and 

we have been able to re-analyse part of it in collaboration with GSI . In what will 

be outlined in Chapter 6, experimental values for the 7-ray intensity ratios between 

stretched E2 and mixed E2/M1 transitions for a K n =  8“  band could not be deter-

68
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Experiment JYFL May 2005 JYFL April 2006 JYFL May 2007 GSI

Beam time (hours) 148 158 61.7 55.5
Average beam intensity (pnA) 70 18 28 4300
Number of a decays recorded 4.2104 1.4104 7.4-103 1.6-105

isomer electrons 31000 9000 3500 26000

Nfast isomer electrons 4000 1700 500 3400

Ge focal plane efficiency at 134 keV (%) 15.3 20.6 20.1 11.4

JUROGAM array present No Yes Yes N /A

Table 4.1: Experimental details of the four experiments completed at two different 
laboratories from which data has been used in this study. Where Ns;olu iSomer is the number 
of electrons recorded for the slow isomer, Nf ast isomer is the number of electrons recorded 
for the fast isomer and Ge/oca; piane is the combined germanium detector setup, including 
PLANAR and all CLOVER detectors.

mined from the JYFL data. T he GSI SHIP data permits this measurement allowing 

one to further the investigation.

The first JYFL experiment, May 2005, was carried out without JUROGAM in op

eration and one will also notice a lower efficiency of focal plane Ge detection for this 

experiment compared to the experiments performed in 2006 and 2007 at JYFL in 

Table 4.1. The JUROGAM array was present for the April 2006 and May 2007 experi

ments, which not only allowed for an in-beam y-ray spectroscopic study of the ground 

state band, but also permitted the recoil-isomer tagging technique to be employed, 

allowing the structure built upon isomeric states to be studied. Two additional large- 

volume segmented Clover germanium detectors surround the focal detector chamber 

in experiments April 2006 and May 2007 accounting for the increase in efficiency. 

The beam intensities varied considerably between the experiments and are listed for 

completeness in Table 4.1. The omission of JUROGAM in the May 2005 experiment is 

due to the relatively high beam intensity. A beam of 70 pnA results in a germanium 

count rate approaching 1 MHz, which is too high for the current acquisition system 

to prevent pile-up from occurring.
Figure 4.1 shows the total number of 254No a  decays observed in the DSSSD for
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Figure 4.1 : The total number of 254No a decays observed in the DSSSD for each JYFL 

experiment as a function of time.

each JYFL experiment as a function of time. Figure 4.2 shows the events observed under a 

correlated alpha gating condition in the DSSSD (described in Section 4.4.1).

Data obtained at GSI SHIP is purely a decay spectroscopic study. Here the evap

oration residues were implanted into a silicon stop detector, which is surrounded by 

six further silicon detectors. The SHIP-CLOVER detector is used to measure X  rays 

and 7  rays from implanted nuclei and decay products.
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Figure 4.2: Events observed under a correlated alpha gating condition in the DSSSD (de

scribed in Section 4.4.1). The actual 254No correlated a decays constitute approximately 40 

%  of the total events observed in each matrix. One can observe a greater intensity of events 

in the May 2005 experiment matrix where a beam of much greater intensity was used. The 

Gaussian implant distribution is also visible.

4.2 JUROGAM calibration

Energy calibration of the 43 JUROGAM detectors is performed using the known 7-ray 

energies from 152Eu and 133Ba sources (taken from reference [Tr90]) which are placed 

at the target position during assigned periods of calibration, both before and after
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experimental runs. An energy range of 81 keV - 1408 keV is chosen for calibration 

which covers the region of interest for this study. A non-linear response of the ADCs is 
observed at low energy, illustrated in Figure 4.3. A damped sine function is subtracted 

from an initial cubic calibration in order to correct for this,

E  = (a ■ x3 + b ■ x2 + c • x + d) — [e • exp(—f  ■ x) ■ sin(g • x + h)\, (4.1)

where E  is the resulting calibrated energy and x is the channel number.

Figure 4.3: An illustration of the non-linear behaviour of an AD C for a single germanium 

detector. The difference between calibrated energy (performed with a cubic fit) and actual 

energy obtained from reference [Tr90] is plotted as a function of channel number. The data 

points are y-ray transitions of 152Eu and 133Ba recorded during a calibration run. The red 

line is a fit using an exponentially damped sine function. The non-linearity observed below 

channel 1500 is corrected by subtracting the exponentially damped sine function from the 

original cubic fit. Figure modified from reference [Mn08].
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4.2.1 Doppler-shift correction

The 7 rays detected by the individual detector modules of the JUROGAM array are 

emitted by recoiling nuclei moving at a relatively high velocity. Therefore, the energy 

of the detected 7 rays will be Doppler shifted. The observed change in the 7-ray 

energy E1 is proportional to the recoil velocity v according to

where E0 is the 7-ray energy from a stationary frame of reference, c is the speed of 

light, and 9 is the angle of the detector with respect to the velocity vector of the 

recoil.

The detector modules in each ring set are at the same angle with respect to the 

beam direction (Table 3.1) and therefore all detector modules have the same Doppler 

shift. Transitions observed in different ring sets vary in energy due to the angular 

dependence of the detected energy. To correct for this we measure energies of three 

of the strongest peaks observed in the calibration runs for each ring set and plot the 

energies recorded against cos# to obtain a value of v/c. A v/c value of 0.0169 was 

found in this study.

The DSSSD is setup to measure and detect recoils and their subsequent a  decays on 

the Y-side of the detector and conversion electrons on the X-side of the detector. The 

Y-side is initially gain matched to be sensitive in the energy range of 0 MeV up to 

~  15 MeV. Calibration is performed using the known a  energies of 239Pu, 241 Am and 

244Cm which give rise to a spectrum with three dominant a peaks at 5157, 5486 and 

5804 keV [Fi96]. This triple a source is positioned within the framework of GREAT 

and can be inserted and removed using an electromechanical system. One notable 

point is that the a particles from the calibration sources lose energy as they pass 

through the dead layer of the detector. However, this energy loss is approximately

(4.2)

4.3 GREAT calibration and setup
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Figure 4.4: The result of the DSSSD Y-side calibration. The well defined a-decay energy 

of the 254No a-decay chain is visible.

constant and amounts to a decrease of 40 - 50 keV for a energies within the range 

of 5 - 8 MeV. The purpose of this study is not to accurately measure the a-decay 

energies, the a-decay energy of 254No is already established to a greater degree of 

accuracy than what is measurable with the GREAT DSSSD, but to use the recoils and 

subsequent a decays as events upon which to tag. Thus, the three-a source is used 

to align the strips, while energy calibration is taken from the 254No, 250Fm and 246Cf 

a  peaks.

The X-side of the DSSSD acts as a conversion electron calorimeter [Jo02], detecting 

conversion electrons emitted by evaporation residues populated in an isomeric state 

which have been implanted into the DSSSD. The energy range of the X-side is set at 

0 - 1  MeV and calibration is performed using conversion electrons emitted from a 

133Ba source [Tr90] contained within the same electromechanical system as the triple 

a  source.

The silicon PIN photodiode detectors are also setup to measure conversion elec

trons. An energy range of 0 - 600 keV is set and calibration is performed using an 

external 133Ba source placed outside the aluminium can.
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X

Figure 4.5: Calibration spectra of the PLANAR detector. Gamma-ray transitions from a 

133Ba source were used to calibrate the detector. The different behaviour of the X - and 

Y-faces is visible.

The PLANAR detector has an optimum efficiency up to an energy of approximately 

320 keV. The detector is initially gain matched to a full energy range of up to a max

imum of approximately 400 keV and we note that energies less than approximately 

24 keV are not in the linear response region of the ADC cards, thus making measure

ments of nobelium L X-rays unreliable. Calibration is performed using y-ray energies 

emitted from the external 133Ba source and calibration spectra are shown in Fig

ure 4.5. It is important to state that the GREAT PLANAR detector was a prototype. 

Low-energy humps on the transitions recorded in the X-face (front) of the detector 

have been observed and also a lower number of counts for a transition are recorded 

in the Y-face than the X-face.

The CLOVER detectors were configured to measure higher energy 7 rays up to 2.5 

MeV. Calibration was performed using a combination of external 152Eu and 133Ba 

sources within the energy range 81 keV - 1408 keV (where energies were taken from 

reference [Tr90]). Signals less than 150 keV do not fall within the linear response 

region of the ADCs so a damped sine function was subtracted from a cubic calibration,
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identical to the method outlined in Section 4.2, in order to reduce this. The CLOVER 

detectors were operated in a single-crystal mode and we therefore calibrate via the 

four resulting spectra.

4.4 Nuclear spectroscopy at RITU

Two different spectroscopic techniques are used in this study, taking advantage of 

JUROGAM and GREAT . In-beam 7-ray spectroscopic studies using JUROGAM permit 

the experimentalist to determine information on the excited structure of the evap

oration residue, from which information on the rotational properties of the nucleus 

under investigation can be gained. Isomer-decay spectroscopy is also utilised where 

transitions which depopulate the isomer can be measured in GREAT, and from which 

a half-life can be determined, and transitions which feed the isomer can be studied 

prompt in JUROGAM . This form of spectroscopy allows information on single-particle 

configurations to be ascertained via the analysis of high-K  isomeric states.

4.4.1 Alpha gating

In order to distinguish between a decays and recoil events in the implantation 

DSSSD we engineer an alpha gate. The gate takes advantage of an anticoincidence 

condition one can construct between the MWPC and the DSSSD. Recoils implanted 

in the DSSSD would have passed through the MWPC, generating a signal prior to 

implantation. However, the subsequent a particle emitted from the recoil would not 

have passed through the MWPC, therefore allowing one to differentiate between the 

two. The correlation of the recoil and the 254No a decay is required to meet two 

criteria; foremost, only a decays detected in the same pixel as the implanted recoil 

are registered; and of these a decays only those which are detected within a time 

interval of three 254No a-decay half-lives are recorded (this value was set at 180 s). 

Figure 4.6 illustrates the different gating conditions. The green spectrum shows all of 

the events recorded in the Y-side of the DSSSD , consequently we observe a high level
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Figure 4.6 : Spectrum showing the a-decay chain of 254No. The green spectrum shows all 

events recorded in the Y-side of the DSSSD . The blue spectrum shows the events which fall 

under an alpha-gating condition and therefore we note a reduction in the number of recoils 

recorded. The red spectrum shows correlated a events where gating conditions are applied 

to remove non-254No a-decay events.

of recoils but also the a decays in the 254No a-decay chain. The blue spectrum shows 
those events which have met the anticoincidence condition between the MWPC and 
the DSSSD, thus omitting the recoil events. The red spectrum shows the correlated a 

events which have met both the space and time criteria, thus we observe principally 

the 254No a decay and a decrease in the 250Fm, 246Cf and 254Fm a decays.
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4.4.2 Recoil gating

Recoil gating is implemented to identify recoils of interest from the unwanted im

planted events. In order to do this two 2D histograms are incremented, one of DSSSD 

energy versus time-of-flight (TOF), and one of TOF versus energy loss in the MWPC, 

where the TOF is recorded between the MWPC and the DSSSD. The GRAIN analysis 

package allows the experimentalist to construct 2D gates, drawn on these matrices, 

thus allowing one to select only the desired recoil events. The 254No recoils will have 

a certain TOF, DSSSD implantation energy and energy loss in the MWPC and it is this 

signature upon which we apply the 2D gates. Both Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the 

matrices incremented by recoil events passing through the MWPC and implanted into
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Figure 4.7: Matrices showing the DSSSD recorded energy versus time of flight, the bottom  

panel shows events which have complied with an alpha-correlation gating condition.
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Figure 4.8: Matrices showing the time of flight versus energy loss in the MWPC, the bottom  

panel shows events which have complied with an alpha-correlation gating condition.

the DSSSD in order to construct the recoil gates. A guide to the drawing of the 2D 

gates was formulated by the matrices shown in the lower panel of each figure. These 

show the correlated recoil events which are followed by a 254No a decay (both lower 

panels display an equal number of events).
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The majority of the results presented in this study are obtained using the recoil 

tagging techniques in order to extract prompt 7 rays of interest. The technique of 

recoil-decay tagging, correlated recoil events which are followed by a 254No a decay 

(which satisfy the criteria outlined in Section 4.4.1), decreases the efficiency of de

tecting desired events, and is not utilised so as not to hinder what is already a low 

production cross-section study.

4.4.3 Recoil-gamma timing

Gates can also be constructed to select prompt 7 rays detected at the target position 

by JUROGAM associated with the recoils implanted into the DSSSD at the focal plane. 

Recoils have a time of flight through the separator of approximately 1 ¡is. Using a 

coincidence technique we define 1-dimensional gates on the time difference between 

the implanted recoil and the detection of the prompt 7-ray to further remove unwanted 

background events.

Figure 4.9  displays examples of two JUROGAM detectors of the gates applied to the 

time difference. Each detector has a slightly different recoil-gamma time spectrum 

and so therefore the gates are applied individually for each detector module.

Figure 4.9: Examples of the one-dimensional gates (red lines) applied to the time difference 

between implanted recoils in the DSSSD and associated 7  rays observed in JUROGAM.
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4.4.4 Isomer-decay spectroscopy and recoil-isomer tagging

For long-lived isomers, where Ti/2 is greater then several microseconds, Jones [Jo02] 

proposed a method of their detection in super-heavy elements. This method is applied 

in this study by using the X-side of the DSSSD as an electron calorimeter.

First we shall consider a recoiling nucleus in an isomeric state which is implanted 

into the DSSSD, and meets the gating conditions outlined in Section 4.4 .2 . For the 

recoil to be implanted in an isomeric state then the half-life must be greater than 

the flight time through the recoil separator RITU, i.e. approximately 1 ns. Once 

the super-heavy nucleus has been implanted it will decay via a pulse of internal 

conversion electrons in the same pixel of the position-sensitive detector. This decay 

is complemented by X-rays and both low- and high-energy 7 rays which are detected 

in the surrounding Ge detectors of GREAT.

The unique a decay of the recoil, once emitted, will allow the isomeric cascade to 

be tagged and thus the isomeric decay is position correlated and sandwiched in time 

between the implantation of the recoil and the decay of the a particle.

This concept formulates isomer-decay spectroscopy and is used to determine the 

transitions depopulating the isomers outlined in Sections 6.4 and 6.5, and to also 

determine the half-lives of the isomeric states.

In addition, recoil-isomer tagging operates by selecting the prompt transitions 

observed in the JUROGAM array which are associated with the recoils implanted into 

the DSSSD which have decayed via an isomeric transition. This permits one to identify 

the transitions which feed the isomeric state. Results showing transitions identified 

as being built on top of the isomeric state are presented in Section 6.5. Figure 4.10 

outlines the principles of gating and tagging techniques used in this study.
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Figure 4.10: Schematic representation of the gating and tagging techniques used in this 
study. Panel (a) depicts recoil-gating and recoil-decay tagging and panel (b) depicts isomer 
decay spectroscopy and recoil-isomer tagging. Figure modified from references [Ee06, Mn08] 
and the line drawing of the experimental setup was supplied by reference [Se07].



Chapter 5

Previous Knowledge and 

Motivation

In this chapter we will outline the underlying problems associated with the positioning 

of the spin-orbit partners which affect the location of potential shell gaps and how 

experimental results in the transfermium region, namely the study of isomeric states, 

can pave the way to a greater understanding.

5.1 An overview

To probe the super-heavy region it has proved advantageous to study the well- 

deformed prolate nucleus 254No. The nobelium isotope has a sufficient cross-section, 

3/rb via the heavy ion fusion evaporation reaction 208Pb(48Ca, 2n)254No, to allow for 

analysis compared to its relatively heavier counterparts in the super-heavy region. In 

Figure 5.1 one can see the decrease in production cross sections as we move to heavier 

masses via the In channel and the inset shows the increase in cross-section for the 2n 

channel for the 48Ca induced fusion reaction of the compound nucleus Z =  102.

The excited states that have previously been observed in 254No [He06, Ta06] are 

highly significant, their location is sensitive to single-particle levels above the gap 

in shell energies predicted at Z — 114. The single-particle orbitals split according

83
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Zcn

Figure 5.1: Main: Experimental data (black squares) and theoretical calculations (open 

circles) for synthesis of elements from 102 to 114 in cold fusion reactions (HI,In), figure 

modified from Reference [Ch04]. Inset: Maximum cross sections for the main xn channels 

from 48Ca-induced fusion reactions, modified from Reference [Ga89].

to the projection of the angular momentum onto the symmetry axis, K , which can 

hold a considerably large value. The 7-ray transitions from high-if to low-if bands 

are strongly hindered and thus lead to the formation of long-lived high-if isomers 

[Wa99]. Using the branching ratios of the transitions within these high-if bands we 

can measure an intrinsic g-factor, gK, the contribution to the magnetic dipole moment 

from a valence or excited nucleon, to assist in the definition of the components of the 

single-particle structure.
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5.2 Rotational structure

A large body of data on rotational bands in the Z ~  102 region exists, providing 

experimental confirmation of large quadrupole deformations [He08]. In 1999 254No 

was the first transfermium nucleus whose rotational structure was established. Reiter 

et al. [Re99] conducted an in-beam experiment at the Argonne National Laboratory 

(ANL) using the reaction 208Pb(48Ca, 2n)254No, where 7-rays were identified by GAM- 

MASPHERE using the recoil decay tagging technique. The ground state band was 

identified up to spin 14ft, where the energies of the two lowest transitions, 2+ —> 0+ 

and 4+ —► 2+, were deduced by extrapolation. The ground-state band transitions were 

shown to exhibit rotational characteristics and a quadrupole deformation parameter 

of (3 =  0.27±0.02 was deduced. More recently the ground-state band was extended 

up to spin 24ft [Ee05].

There are a number of ground-state rotational bands of even-even nuclei in the 

heavy actinide region which have been identified. Notable systematics of known 

excited states in the curium isotopes (Z =  96) include 242Cm, where the ground-state 

band has been extended up to spin 24ft from observations using the GAMMASPHERE 

array and the isotope 248Cm is well examined up to a spin of 30ft [Ab04]. The ground 

state band of 246 Cm is tentatively extended from spin 8ft up to 26ft by the observation 

of transitions in a measurement of 248 Cm yrast band transitions where the two lowest 

transitions had the same known energies (within 0.5 keV) as the 8+ —» 6+ —> 4+ 

cascade in 246Cm [Ha98].

Information on the ground-state rotational bands of californium isotopes (Z =  98) 

is far less extensive than that of the curium isotopes. The isotopes 248Cf and 250Cf 

are both known up to spin 6ft, where studies were conducted through the a decay of 

252Fm and 254Fm, and in the case of 250Cf additionally by the electron capture decay 

of 250Es [Ah84, Rei79, Fr77],

Of the fermium isotopes (Z  =  100), 250Fm has been studied the most compre

hensively. Several in-beam experiments have been conducted utilising the JUROGAM 

array at JYFL establishing the ground state band up to spin 22ft [Gr08]. The SACRED
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Figure 5.2: Known systematics of the ground-state rotational bands in selected fermium 
and nobelium isotopes. Figure modified from reference [He08].

spectrometer at JYFL, used to measure the internal conversion electrons emitted in the 

decay of 250Fm, allowed the energy of the 4+ —* 2+ transition to be determined [Ba06].

The only other isotope of nobelium (Z =  102) for which the ground-state structure 

has been investigated is 252No. Evaporated particles were used as a tag for prompt 

7-rays to establish the ground state band up to spin 20h [HeOl]. Figure 5.2 shows 

several ground-state rotational bands of selected fermium and nobelium isotopes.

Properties of these rotational structures are believed to provide information on a 

number of high j-orbitals which arise from the spherical subshells in the area of the
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predicted shell closures.

5.3 Motivation given by theoretical predictions

One of the main driving forces for spectroscopy in this area is that as we move 

towards the super-heavy region then the traditional picture of shells, closed shells 

especially, starts to dissolve. At the known magic numbers the results of various pa- 

rameterisations of the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock (SHF) and the Relativistic-Mean-Field 

(RMF) approaches within the self-consistent mean-field model lead to distinctly de

fined regions of enhanced shell energy. However, when the SHF and RMF approaches 

are applied to the super-heavy region wide areas of enhanced shell correction energy 

are observed. This wide area of shell stabilisation invalidates the concept of magic 

numbers and the familiar pattern of separated shells disappears [BeOl].

Within this area we observe regions of lower level density around the Fermi surface 

which results in an overall stabilization of the nuclei, providing rather large regions 

of additional shell stabilization and therefore leading to an island of super-heavy 

stabilized nuclei. If we want to study and probe the single-particle structure in the 

super-heavy region then we need to examine deformed nuclei where the orbitals loose 

their degeneracy and split up according to their quantum number. The Z =  114 gap 

is at the heart of the debate as to where the next spherical magic gap is positioned. 

It is created by opening up the spin-orbit interaction between the proton 2f5/2 and 

2/7/2 spin-orbit partners. The 2/ 5/2 low fi component from above Z =  114 is driven 

down by deformation to lie close to the Fermi surface in the fermium and nobelium 

region, Figure 5.3.

The choice of Nilsson diagram and the position of the spherical states is one of 

the key problems for theorists in this region. For example, in Figure 5.4, which is a 

relatively new calculation compared to that of Figure 5.3, we observe that the 1*13/2 

state, with its large degeneracy, has moved into the Z =  114 gap, with the 2f5/2 and 

2/7/2 either side. The size of these gaps are fundamental to the nucleus structure and
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Figure 5.3: Plots of single-particle levels obtained from a momentum dependent Woods- 
Saxon potential as a function of quadrupole deformation. These calculations were made in 
1977, more recent calculations place the proton 11{3/2 within the Z= 114 gap. This proton 
single-particle level plot clearly illustrates the Z=11A gap created by opening up the spin- 
orbit interaction between the 2fb/2 and 2f7j2 spin-orbit partners. On the right hand side the 
neutron single-particle levels are shown with a deformed shell gap at 1V=152, enclosed by 
the l /2 + [620] and 9/2“ [734] single-particle states. Figure modified from reference [Ch77].

creates a huge challenge. If we analyse most of these calculations then we find at 

the heart of most of the discrepancies are the positions of the high-j orbitals for both 

protons and neutrons.

To reiterate, if we draw our attention to Figure 5.5, where we have taken another 

set of calculations with predictions made by Bender [Be99] for shell positions for 

298114, we see that the Fermi surface and the orbitals close to it are consistent. The 

order and spacing of individual single particles away from the Fermi surface is difficult
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Figure 5.4: Single-particle spectra of 250Fm obtained with the SLy4 interaction for protons 
(top) and neutrons (bottom). Figure modified from reference [Cha06].
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Figure 5.5: Shell positions for 298114. Protons (left) and neutrons (right) at spherical 
shape for a range of mean-field forces. Figure modified from reference [Be99].
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to produce consistently. One of the main reasons for these uncertainties is the spin- 

orbit term itself which is related to the nuclear density. If one looks into the region 

of super-heavy nuclei then we observe many populated high j  orbitals close to the 

surface leaving a smaller density inside the nucleus which effects the positioning of 

the spin-orbit partners.

5.4 Isomers

One key ingredient that we have at our disposal to solve the underlying problems 

associated with the location of the potential shell gaps is that of isomeric states. 

Isomers provide a very clean signal allowing one to obtain unobstructed information 

which can play an important role in pinning down the position of these single particle 

states.

5.4.1 Isomeric states at the extremities of the Segre chart

Nuclear isomers play an important role at the extremities of the nuclear land

scape. One point of significant interest is the nucleus 270Ds, which was synthesized 

using the reaction 64Ni +  207Pb at GSI, where decay data for a high-spin isomer was 

obtained [HoOl]. Another isotope of darmstadtium has been shown to possess an 

isomeric state. Experiments performed by Hoffman at GSI [Ho95, Ho98, Ho03] and 

independently by Morita at the Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN) 

have provided evidence for an isomeric state in 271 Ds [Mo04], Enhanced stability 

against both fission and a decay is an advantage of studying long-lived excited states 

rather than the ground state in super-heavy nuclei [Xu04], for example Figure 5.6.

5.4.2 Isomeric states observed in 254No

Ghiorso et al. were the first to report on an isomeric state in 254No and 250Fm [Gh73]. 

An indication of a short-lived component of 254No arose during a study of the prop

erties of 257Rf. Via a bombardment of 249Cf with 12C ions, supplied by the Berkeley
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Figure 5.6: Calculated potential energies versus /?2 deformation in 256Fm. The fission 
barrier for the ground state is represented by a solid line and the fission barrier for the 
7/2+ [633]7r<g>7/2_ [514]7r isomer is represented by a dashed line. Here the stability against 
fission is greatly enhanced within the isomeric state. Figure modified from reference [Xu04].

heavy-ion linear accelerator, evidence for the existence of a 0.28±0.04 s isomeric state 

in 254No was derived from the «-particle spectrum. The isomeric ratio crm/crg was re

ported to be 0.2 when 12C ions of energy 73 and 81 MeV bombarded 249Cf. In 2002, 

conversion electron cascades in 254No were presented by Butler et al. [Bu02]. In an 

experiment conducted at JYFL employing the electron spectrometer SACRED, a con

clusion was reached that the observed Ml cascades arose partially from the population 

of quasi-particle excitations with high-if values. Lower ground-state band transitions, 

notably the 4+ —> 2+ transition, were identified from the L- and M- conversion elec

trons, but the additional intensity observed in the spectrum was attributed to be from 

low-energy transitions in high-if bands (Figure 5.7). Further progress has been made 

in the characterisation of the high-if bands in 254No over the last few years. Inde

pendently, teams from ANL [Ta06] and JYFL [He06] have both observed high energy 

7-rays at 842 and 943 keV which are due to the decay of a i f 77 =  3+ band-head state. 

Theoretical studies have predicted a two quasi-particle i f 71' =  8“  isomeric state to lie 

at approximately 1.5 MeV and this was confirmed experimentally. A short-lived iso

mer was also unambiguously identified with a half-life of 184 ¡j,s, which feeds the i f 77
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4 — 2

Figure 5.7: A recoil-gated conversion electron spectrum for 254No measured using the 
SACRED spectrometer coupled to RITU . The shaded area corresponds to simulated spectra 
for gK =  0 and gK - Çr =  0. Figure modified from reference [Bu02]

=  8“  band. Current understanding and theoretical predictions regarding the high-if 

states in 254No are summarised in Figure 5.8. Figure 5.9 illustrates the level scheme 

of 254No compiled from previous work [He06] preceding this study.
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Figure 5.8: Previously derived experimental and suggested configurations of the high- 
K  isomeric states in 254No. Column (a) depicts the experimental findings given in 
Reference [He06]. Columns (b)-(e) show suggested configurations where the two quasi
proton configuration, {7 /2_ [514]7r®9/2+[624]7r}(8_), is given throughout. A two neutron- 
configuration, {7/2 + [613]t)09 /2_ [734]1,}(8-), is also given, (b)-(e), and a higher-lying two 
quasi-neutron configuration, {7/2 + [624]t;09 /2 - [734]w}̂ 8_\ at 1.7 MeV is provided in Col
umn (d). (b) reference [He06]; (c) reference [Xu04]; (d) reference [So91] ; (e) refer
ence [Laz89]. Figure modified from reference [He06].
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Figure 5.9: Level scheme of 254No compiled from previous work [He06]. The reader is 
directed to the level scheme displayed in Figure 7.8 to deduce what has been added by this 
study.



Chapter 6

Experimental Results

6.1 A brief synopsis of the experimental details

This chapter presents the results obtained. Unless otherwise stated the results 

shown are a compilation of three different experiments conducted at JYFL to determine 

the structure of high-spin states of the transfermium nucleus 254No. Table 4.1 outlines 

the experimental details of these three. Results from all three are independently 

efficiency corrected and then combined. In-beam and decay spectroscopy results are 

presented, utilizing the detector configuration at JYFL.

Figure 6.1 displays the a-decay chain of 254No from the April 2006 experiment. 

The results have met the anticoincidence condition between the MWPC and the DSSSD, 

outlined in Section 4.4.1, thus removing recoil events from the spectrum. The ground 

state of 254No a-decays to the daughter 250Fm. The a-decay granddaughter, 246Cf, 

and the electron-capture daughter, 254Fm, are also recorded.

95
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Energy (keV)

Figure 6.1: Alpha-decay spectrum (vetoed with the M W P C ) of 254No obtained in the 

JYFL April 2006 experiment.

6.2 Half-life measurement

Via the implementation of the RDT technique one can calculate the half-life of the 

254No a decay. Upon identification of a recoil implantation and subsequent a decay 

in the same pixel of the DSSSD, we measure the correlation time difference between 

the two. This period of time is fixed to approximately 20 half-lives to ensure that the 

a  events from 254No have decayed. A problem of random correlation arises due to the 

possibility of a second recoil implanting into the same pixel of the DSSSD before the 

first recoil has a decayed. To overcome this discrepancy a double exponential curve 

is fitted to the decay curve with two components, Tshart and Trandom, which are related
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to the true lifetime by

Rrue ŝhort Random

The double exponential used to fit the data was of the form

N (t) — A • GXp ( A random0  A B  ' GXp (  XshorA)

Figure 6.2: Decay curves for the ground state of 254No. A maximum correlation time of 20 
minutes was used to allow for an accurate estimate of the random background. Blue lines 
overlaid on top of the plots represent the random and short contributions.

(6.2)

(6.1)
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Experiment ŝhort (®) r̂andom (®) t̂rue (®) Tlj2 (s)

May 2005 71.7 5 2465 100 73.9 6 51.2 4

Apr 2006 71.4 9 2900 400 73.2 9 50.7 6

May 2007 71.7 12 3300 750 73.3 13 50.8 9

Table 6.1: Measurements of half-lives for each of the three JYFL experiments. Random 

and short components of the decay curve were measured to generate a true lifetime.

Calculations of the half-life from the three JYFL data sets have been performed sep

arately because the random contribution is different in all three. If we were to sum 

the data sets and then perform the calculation then the random contribution would 

be dominated by that of the May 2005 experiment. For the May 2005 experiment a 

calculation of the two components resulted in rj) ^ 05 =  (71.7±0.5)s and =

(2465±100)s. Using equation 6.1 the true lifetime was determined to be r ^ e ° 5 =  

(73.9±0.6)s and thus the half-life was found to be j ^ “ Ô5= (5P2±0.4) s. Table 6.1 

summarises the half-life results for all three experiments.

We combine the three results using the following equations,

E(r1/2,/AT1/2t2) 
1/2 £ ( i / a t 1/22) (6.3)

ATi/2 —
1

N£ (l/A T 1/22) ’
(6.4)

to obtain a best estimate and accuracy of ^1/2 =(51.0±0.3) s. The value is consis

tent with the most recent data evaluation in the ENSDF data base (June 2008) of 

(48±3)s [Le99].
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6.3 In-beam 7-ray spectroscopy of the ground-state 

band

6.3.1 Recoil-decay tagged spectra

A clearly defined rotational band structure, characterised by a regular sequence of 

7-ray transitions, built upon the ground state is shown in Figure 6.3. It is assumed 

that these 7-rays are stretched E2 transitions but due to the low level of statistics 

no angular correlations can be performed to categorize the multipolarity of the tran

sitions. All transitions labelled in the recoil tagged spectrum are observed in the 

recoil-decay tagged spectrum confirming their assignment to 254No. A correlation 

time of 180 s was used (approximately three 254No a-decay half-lives. These transi

tions have been previously assigned to the ground-state band [Re99, Le99, ReOO, Ee05] 

and for which we provide confirmation. Prominent nobélium K X-rays are labelled 

and prompt transitions at 842 and 943.5 keV are noted at higher energy. Table 6.2 

presents the intensities of the ground-state band transitions recorded corrected for 

the efficiency of JUROGAM and internal conversion using the relation

h ot =  —~  (1 +  ottot) , (6-5)

where Imeas is the measured area of the transition, e is the efficiency of JUROGAM and 

ottot is the internal conversion coefficient.

Tentative observations of ground-state band transitions with energy greater than 

500 keV have been made. With this current set of data, identification of these transi

tions is difficult to make, a more thorough analysis, and confirmation of ground-state 

band members, can be made by gamma-gamma coincidence analysis.
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Figure 6.3: Recoil and Recoil-Decay Tagged 7-ray spectra. The ground-state band tran
sitions are labelled with spin and parity in the upper panel and with transition energies in 
the lower panel.
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Transition £ 7 (keV) h ICC E2iot T

6+ -» 4+ 159.5 2 43 3 3.94 6 138 10

8+ 6+ 214.20 5 86 4 1.202 17 123 5

10+ -» 8+ 267.44 5 100 4 0.534 8 100 4
12+ -» 10+ 318.17 6 93 4 0.300 5 79 3
14+ _> 12+ 366.7 1 71 4 0.195 3 56 3

16+ 14+ 412.7 1 48 4 0.1397 20 36 3

18+ -» 16+ 456.1 2 26 3 0.1072 15 19 2

20+ -> 18+ 496.9 3 23 3 0.0865 13 17 2

Table 6.2: Observed recoil-tagged ground-state band transitions. The intensities I1 are 
corrected for the energy dependence of the detection efficiency. The intensities T are 
corrected for the probability of internal conversion using the total E2 ICC taken from 
reference [ICC]. All intensities are normalised to 100 for the 10+ —> 8+ transition.

6.3.2 Gamma-gamma coincidence measurements

A gamma-gamma coincidence measurement is used to place transitions in a level 

scheme. A symmetric gamma-gamma energy matrix is incremented by events detected 

by JUROGAM which correspond to two or more 7 rays in coincidence (Section 4.4.3 

details time gate conditions) with a recoil implantation. Figure 6.4 is produced by gat

ing on each member of the ground-state band within the recoil gated gamma-gamma 

matrix and shows those transitions which are in coincidence with each individual 

ground state band transition. The spectra are relatively clean with gates of 2-3 keV 

set encompassing the transition energy. The red lines indicate the positions of the 

gates and the blue circles represent the transition which is being gated on. The panels 

also show coincidences for the transitions 22+ —> 20+ and 24+ —> 22+. A projection 

of the sum of the 7-ray spectra from the gamma-gamma coincidence measurement 

confirms ground-state band transitions at 536 and 570 keV. There is also a suggestion
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of a peak at approximately 600 keV, although it is difficult to separate any possible 

transition from random coincidences in this region.
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Figure 6.4: Gamma-gamma coincidence measurement. Spectra produced by gating on the 
ground state band transitions.
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Figure 6.5: Sum of 7-ray spectra projected from the recoil gated gamma-gamma coinci
dence matrix. The spectrum is composed of spectra gated on ground-state band transitions 
from the 6+ state up to the 24+ state. The transitions 22+ —> 20+ and 24+ —> 22+ are 
identified.
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6.3.3 Previously unidentified transitions

A number of low-intensity peaks are ascertained via the recoil-tagged spectrum and 

a magnification of this spectrum over the area of interest is displayed in Figure 6.6. 

Marked with energy are a number of peaks which form a regular sequence and due 

to energy-sum calculations are not believed to be part of the ground-state band. 

Table 6.3 provides the intensities of these transitions, which we tentatively ascribe 

to a rotational band, and from these statistics we conclude that the intensity is 

kept within the band. The ordering of the transitions is on the basis of energies 

and intensities assuming a rotational band. We also draw from the data that very 

little intensity is channeled between the band partners as our argument that these 

are stretched E2 transitions leaves no candidates in our experimental data for Ml 

transitions.

Figure 6.6: Currently unidentified recoil-tagged transitions. The red line shows the fit of 
peaks and the background is also clarified. The inset shows a possible 270 keV transition 
concealed within the right-hand tail of the ground state band 267 keV transition, the brown 
line shows the decomposition of the fit.
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H-H-H-Hi!

Figure 6.7: Gamma-gamma coincidence measurements. Gates on unidentified recoil- 
tagged transitions. The table shows the number of coincidences recorded for each transi
tion. A decay scheme is shown for the ground state band (blue) and a proposed side band 
composed of the unidentified transitions (green), for which spin and parity are unknown. 
The decay scheme is used to direct the reader and will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Gamma-gamma coincidence measurements, Figure 6.7, show notable coincidences 

for several of these transitions with Ka X-rays and the most intense Kp X-ray at 143 

keV. There are also coincidences with the ground-state band transitions in evidence, 

linking these newly identified transitions with the ground-state band. Several of the 

lower energy transitions display coincidences with the lower energy ground state band 

transitions at 159 and 214 keV. Almost all of the unidentified transitions hold coin

cidences with ground-state band transitions at 267 and 318 keV. Low statistics only

£ 7 (keV) / 7 ICC E2toi It

199 1 86 15 1.600 23 no i 9

224 1 100 16 1.014 15 100 1 6

247 1 99 15 0.708 10 84 13

270 1 122 19 0.517 8 92 14
294 1 73 14 0.388 6 50 10

340 1 84 15 0.244 4 52 9

362 l 95 16 0.203 3 56 9

384 1 97 16 0.1708 24 56 9

405 1 96 18 0.1471 21 55 10

425 1 93 17 0.1291 18 52 9

447 1 124 22 0.1130 16 69 12

467 1 65 16 0.1010 15 36 9

489 1 94 4 2 0.0900 13 51 2 3

508 1 73 20 0.0819 12 39 11

Table 6.3: Currently unidentified recoil-tagged transitions. The intensities / 7 axe corrected 
for the energy dependence of the detection efficiency. The intensities T are corrected for 
the probability of internal conversion using the total E2 ICC taken from reference [ICC]. 
All intensities are normalised to the 224 keV transition. The absolute intensity of the 199 
keV transition in this new band is «10 % relative to the strongest observed transition in 
the ground state band.
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Figure 6.8: Sum of the 7-ray spectra projected from the recoil gated gamma-gamma coin
cidence matrix (figure 6.7). The spectrum is composed of spectra gated on the unidentified 
transitions at 199, 224, 247 and 294 keV. Ground-state band transitions are identified and 
labelled in black and high counts for which no identification can be made in blue.

reveal several single coincidences between the unidentified transitions. Coincidence 

measurements have not been recorded for unidentified transitions at 270, 316, 362 

and 405 keV due to their proximity to ground-state band transitions which would 

interfere with the coincidence measurements. Figure 6.8 shows the sum of the 7-ray 

spectra projected from the gamma-gamma coincidence matrix from the gates on the 

lowest four unobstructed transitions.

We do not observe possible transitions which could link the proposed side band 

with the ground state band. No possible candidates are revealed in the coincidence 

measurements and it is feasible that the coincidences could be due to unclean gates 

or background to background correlations. The unidentified transitions are observed 

in the recoil-decay tagged spectrum (Figure 6.3) and thus do belong to 254No and are 

not due to possible target contamination or a different evaporation residue neutron 

channel.
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6.4 Focal plane slow isomer decay spectroscopy re

sults

In this section the results of the slow isomer decay spectroscopy recorded at the 

focal plane are examined. Data is collected using the calorimetric method outlined 

in Section 4.4.4. Previous measurements and the definition of a decay scheme for a 

slow isomer are given in references [Ta06, He06] and presented in Figure 5.9.

6.4.1 Half-life measurement

The time distribution between the recoil implantation in the DSSSD and the decay 

of the slow isomer is shown in Figure 6.9. The data is fitted with the function

N  =  Nq ■ exp(-X t) +  c, (6.6)

where c accounts for the background events. (We chose not to use a two component 

fit, similar to that shown in Section 6.2, because the data was flat at higher decay 

times and could therefore not be calculated with high precision). The correlation time 

difference is set at 6 s to accommodate the isomer decay. A half-life of 266±2 ms is 

measured which is in fine agreement with Ghiorso’s primary measurement of 240T40 

s [Gh73]. The first 50 ms bin is ruled out from the measurement since this channel 

is also filled with counts recorded for the decay of a fast isomer which is discussed in 

Section 6.5.1. The inset in Figure 6.9 shows the calorimetric electron signal from the 

isomer decay recorded in the Y-side of the DSSSD.

6.4.2 Observed decays

A correlation time of 1 ms < t < 1 s between implanted recoils and detected 7-rays 

observed in the same position in the DSSSD is set to observe the decay cascade of 

the 266 ms isomer. The decay spectrum from the de-excitation of the 266-ms isomer 

followed by prompt electrons is shown in Figure 6.10. Low-energy transitions are 

observed at 53, 58, 70, 82, 105 and 151 keV and we deduce a decay path according to
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Figure 6.9: The time distribution between the recoil implantation and the decay of the 
slow isomer. The experimental data are shown in black and the fit is given in red. A half-life 
of 266±2 ms is measured. The first 50 ms bin is omitted from the measurement since this 
channel is also filled with counts recorded for the decay of a fast isomer which is discussed 
in Section 6.5.1.The inset shows the calorimetric electron signal from the isomer decay.

the conformity of the sum of their energies. The high intensity of the 53-keV transition 

and the low internal conversion leads us to assume that this is of El multipolarity and 

that the 266-ms isomer decays via this transition into a 7+ rotational band member of 

a two quasi-particle band (parity and spin of the band head of this band is discussed 

in Section 6.4.3). The isomer is assigned spin and parity 8“  because no feeding is 

observed into levels with spin less than or equal to 6. The multipolarities of the 

transitions identified are shown in Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.10: Focal-plane isomer decay spectroscopy results. A correlation time of 1 ms < 
£ < I s  between implanted recoils and detected 7-rays observed in the same position in the 
DSSSD is set to observe the decay cascade of the 266 ms isomer.

The suggested 128-keV stretched E2 transition (labelled 126 keV in the intermedi

ate structure of Figure 5.9) is concealed under the 127-keV nobelium K X-ray but it is 

deduced from the sum of the 70-keV and 58-keV transitions. Simulations conducted 

for the purpose of obtaining an intensity for this transition have proved inconclusive, 

the 128-keV transition is expected to have the lowest intensity in the band. Fig

ure 6.12 shows the results of the simulation. Each of the three JYFL data sets were 

independently simulated using customised efficiency correction data and then com

bined. Mixing ratios are calculated using the program BM1BE2 [Pau07] where values 

of gR =  0.402 and gK =  1.006 were used. Transitions and X-rays are then generated 

using the program C A L O B R A N C H  [He07] which includes input parameters of internal 

conversion coefficients.

The large error on / 7 of the 53.65-keV transition given in Table 6.4 is due to the
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Transition £ 7 (keV) II Multipolarity Internal Conversion Coeff.

4+ -> 3+ 46.9 3 - E2/M1 201 3

5+ —>■ 4+ 58.7 3 6.4 13 E2/M1 87.2 13

6+ -»  5+ 70.1 3 8.2 14 E2/M1 46.6 7

7+ -> 6+ 82.1 2 16.4 19 E2/M1 27.4 4

5+ -► 3+ 105.6 7 5.3 14 E2 24.6 4
6+ -> 4+ 128.8 4 > 1.9 E2 9.94 14

7+ -> 5+ 151.4 3 17.0 23 E2 4.92 7

00 1 1 -a + 53.65 5 100 500 El 0.807 12

Table 6.4: K  =  3 band transitions. The intensities / 7 are corrected for the energy 
dependence of the detection efficiency. All intensities are normalised to 100 for the 8“  
—> 7+ transition. The energy and error of the 128.8 keV transition is deduced from the 
sum of the 70.1 and 58.7 keV transitions. Internal conversion coefficients calculated using 
reference [ICC].

Figure 6.11: Focal-plane isomer decay spectroscopy results in the energy range of 30 - 90 
keV. The graphic provides evidence for a transition at 58.7 keV.
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Figure 6.12: Simulated results produced an attempt to reveal possible transitions con
cealed within the K X-rays. Significant K X-rays are labelled with energy and intensities per 
100 K-shell vacancies. Dashed lines represent the X-ray intensities which have been removed 
to reveal possible transitions. The simulated counts were normalised to the experimental 
counts in the 1 keV bin at 121 keV.

uncertainty in the measurement of efficiency at this energy using generic simulated 

efficiency data for the JYFL Ge focal plane detectors [An04]. The efficiency corrections 

are consistent throughout and the efficiency-corrected intensities are consistent with 

efficiency-corrected intensities obtained at GSI for the rotational-band transitions. 

Data taken at GSI is corrected using a specific efficiency model for the SHIP-Clover 

detector where the 53 keV transition, corrected for efficiency and internal conversion, 

is consistent with the combined sum of the corrected intensities of the 82 and 151 

keV transitions. Several examples of transition intensities recorded at JYFL and GSI 

are shown in Table 6.6.

6.4.3 High-energy decays

Figure 6.10 also presents the higher-energy prompt transitions which were visible 

in the recoil-tagged in-beam spectrum (Figure 6.3). From data obtained in the May 

2005 experiment the 943.5- and 841.5-keV 7 rays were the only prominent high energy 

transitions recorded. These transitions depopulate the slow isomer and feed into the
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Transition E-y (keV) /7 Multipolarity Internal Conversion Coeff.

3+ -► 2+ 943.58 8 100 4 M l 0.1069 15

3+ — > 4+ 841.5 2 26.6 22 M l 0.1459 21

4+ _> 4+ 887.9 5 7.6 IS (M l) (0.1261 18)

6+ 6+ 857 1 2.5 7 (M l) (0.1389 20)

+00Î100 778.6 4 4.7 10 E l 0.00844 12

Table 6.5: Prompt transitions observed in focal plane detectors which link the high-A  

bands to the ground state band. The intensities J7 are corrected for the energy depen

dence of the detection efficiency. All intensities are normalised to 100 for the 3+ —> 2+ 

transition. The 857 keV transition is only observed in the GSI SHIP-CLOVER results 

and therefore we have taken the intensities from that data set, they are consistent with 

the JYFL results shown in figure 6.10. The multipolarities of the 887 and 857 keV 

transitions could be mixed, there is no parity change and therefore they could have 

an M l or E2 component. The intensities of the 943 and 841 keV transitions and the 

associated K X-rays (outlined in Section 6.4.3) suggest that these are pure M l transi

tions. The absolute efficiency corrected intensity of the E l 53.6 keV transition is 36 %  

of the 943.5 keV transition. Internal conversion coefficients calculated using reference [ICC].

Transition (keV) JYFL It GSI T

151.4 3 100 14 100 10 -

778.6 4 23 6 17 3 consistent

887.9 5 37 8 31 5 consistent

Table 6.6: An example set of slow isomer decay transition intensities obtained at JYFL and 

GSI. GSI results were obtained from reference [Sul07]. The intensities T are corrected for 

the energy dependence of the detection efficiency and the probability of internal conversion 

using the total ICC taken from reference [ICC]. All intensities are normalised to 100 for 

the 151.4 keV transition.
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ground-state band. At this point we assign all of the Ka X-rays to the conversion of 

these two. One hundred K vacancies gives 73 Ka X-rays at energies 120.9 and 127.3 

keV [Fi96] and if we assume equal multipolarity for the transitions 943.5 and 841.5 

keV, then by using the relationship

aK =
I k

0.73 ■ J7 ’
(6.7)

where aK is the K shell internal conversion coefficient, Ik is the efficiency corrected 

Ka X-ray intensity and /7 is the efficiency corrected 7-ray intensity, we obtain ük =  

0.093(10) which indicates M l multipolarity according to Table 6.7. By determining 

the multipolarity of these transitions which depopulate the band head of the interme

diate structure, by feeding the ground-state band at spins 4+ and 2+, we can deduce 

that the band head must have spin 3+.

The difference in energies between the 943.5 keV and and 841.5 keV transitions 

allows one to provide a value for the 4+ —> 2+ ground-state band transition. This 

transition is highly converted and is not observed in the 7-decay of this nucleus. The 

difference in energies, taken from Table 6.5, is equal to 102.08T0.22 keV, which is in 

agreement with the conversion-electron spectroscopic study conducted by Humphreys 

et al. [Hu04] where the 4+ —» 2+ was measured to be lO l.liO .6 keV.

Multipolarity aK (841.5 keV) aK (943.5) Av. aK

Ml 0.1129 16 0.0827 12 0.0978 10
M2 0.230 4 0.1691 24 0.1996 23

M3 0.371 6 0.269 4 0.320 4
El 0.00588 9 0.00486 7 0.00537 6

E2 0.0181 3 0.01496 21 0.01653 18

E3 0.0412 6 0.0335 5 0.0374 4

Table 6.7: K shell internal conversion coefficients for an array of multipolarities for the 
transitions 841.5 and 943.5 keV which feed the ground state band from an intermediate 
K 71 — 3+ rotational band. Internal conversion coefficients calculated using reference [ICC].
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We also record a transition at 887.9 keV (see Figure 6.10) which depopulates the 

K 71 =  3+ band at spin 4+ and feeds the ground-state band at spin 4+ according to 

the agreement with the sum of the 7-ray energies.

For the first time we have identified the direct decay from the K 71 =  8“  isomer 

to the ground-state band. This 778-keV transition, (see Figure 6.10), was recorded 

in the sum of the focal-plane Clover spectra observed in prompt coincidence with the 

slow isomer electron signal. The branching ratio of the direct decay from the 8“  band 

to the ground state band (gsb) is Iy(K  =  8_ —► K  =  3+) / / 7(A  =  8“  —> gsb) =  30±7.

6.4.4 Gamma-gamma coincidence measurements

A gamma-gamma coincidence measurement is shown for the slow isomer decay 

results in Figure 6.14 (overleaf). The same technique which was used to produce 

Figure 6.4 was applied. The gamma-gamma matrix of events in the focal plane Ge 

detectors is sliced for each transition energy. Few points of interest are noted due to 

the low statistics but the panels are clean with few random coincidences and we point 

to a number of coincidences with the 53 keV transition. The 53 keV transition is in 

coincidence with the higher energy transitions at 943 and 841 keV and coincidences 

are noted with transitions at 82 and 151 keV. Transitions at 70 and 128 keV also show 

single coincidences with the 943 keV transition. Figure 6.13 displays the sum spectra 

projected from the gamma-gamma coincidence matrix. Peaks at 53.6 and 943.5 keV 

are visible.
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Figure 6.13: The panels show the sum spectra projected from the focal plane isomer decay 
gamma-gamma coincidence matrix (figure 6.14). Nobelium L X-rays are observed at low 
energy ( «  20 keV).
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Figure 6.14: Gamma-gamma coincidence measurement for focal plane isomer decay spec
troscopy results. Spectra produced by gating on the transitions observed in the focal plane 
germanium detectors. The red lines indicate the positions of the gates. We do not observe 
any coincidences with the 778 keV transition. The decay scheme is used to direct the reader 
and will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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6.4.5 Determination of g K

We can determine whether the K  =  3+ structure is built upon proton or neutron 

excitation from the in-band 7-ray intensity ratios, from which a gK value is deduced 

using the relationship for the ratio of reduced transition rates. Simulated branching 

ratios were generated for two given transitions within the band using the program 

BM1BE2 [Pau07] for gK values in steps of 0.1, where the input parameters included 

the K  value of the band, the collective g-factor gR, and Q0 =  13.3 eb (this value 

is approximate to Q0 =  13.1 eb quoted in reference [Re05] and provides a good 

description of the band when simulated using BM1BE2 [Pau07]). Two different values 

of gR were used when simulating the branching ratio, with the values set at Z/A (gR =  

0.402) and X-Z/A, where A represents a quenching factor equal to 0.7 (gR =  0.281). A 

quenching factor of 0.7 was chosen because this is similar to the factor at which gR is 

reduced below Z/A in an area of nuclei which exhibit rotational behaviour displayed in 

Figure 2.15. This reduction of the core contribution increases the value of gK of the 

the predicted proton-proton and neutron-neutron two quasi-particle configurations 

displayed in Figure 6.15, which shows plots of branching ratios against gK. Tables 6.9 

and 6.10 show the data used to calculate the branching ratios for the suggested two- 

proton and two-neutron configurations,, where the value R (I) is the ratio of decay 

intensities /(E2’+M 1’)//(E 2), calculated using the program BM1BE2 [Pau07]. The 

probability of whether a spin state depopulates via an (E2’+M 1’) or (E2) transition 

is given, Prob.(J —► I  — 1) and Prob.( /  —> I -  2), calculated via R(I)/ [1 +  R{I)]

R ITy Rt d T  (9R =  0-402) qT  (gR =  0.281)

J7(82 keV)/I7(151 keV) 0.96 17 4.6 11 1.03 7 0.90 7

/7(58 keV)//7(105 keV) 1.21 40 4.2 14 0.73 7 0.61 7

Table 6.8: K =  3 band gK values calculated from experimental branching ratios where gR 
=  0.402 and 0.281. R7 results are efficiency corrected only and R* is corrected for internal 

conversion [ICC].
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I R(7) Prob.(7 —> I -  1) Prob. ( /—> I -  2) N(7) 1—lTaT 1—lTaf
7+ 0.655 0.395 0.604 1000 395.8 604.2

6+ 1.088 0.521 0.478 395.8 206.3 189.5

5+ 2.586 0.721 0.278 810.5 584.5 226.0

4+ oo 1.0 0.0 774.0 774.0 0

Table 6.9: K =  3 band transition intensities predicted for gK =  0.908 (2 proton configu
ration) and gR =  0.402.

I R(7) Prob.(I ^  I - 1) Prob.(7 —> 7 -  2) N(7) N(7 —» 7 - 1) N(7 —> 7 - 2)

7+ 0.119 0.106 0.893 1000 107.0 893.0

6+ 0.199 0.166 0.833 107.0 17.8 89.2

5+ 0.476 0.322 0.677 910.8 294.0 616.7

4+ OO 1.0 0.0 383.3 383.3 0

Table 6.10: K  =  3 band transition intensities predicted for gK =  0.573 (2 neutron 
configuration) and gR = 0.402.

and 1/ [1 +  R(I)]- The band is initially populated with 1000 counts (N (I)) and these 

counts are fed through the band according to the probabilities.

Using the ratio R1 =  J7(82 keV )//7(151 keV) we determine geRp — 1.03T0.07, 

ratio values are listed in Table 6.8. The 128 keV stretched E2 transition is concealed 

under the 127 keV nobelium K X-ray and in contrast to reference [He06], it has not 

been possible to determine the branching ratio /7(70 keV )//7(128 keV). It is possible 

that since that data set had lower statistics, it would have contained a larger amount 

of statistical fluctuations, leading the analyst to the interpretation that the 128-keV 

transition was of a greater intensity. Although an upper limit for the intensity is 

given in Figure 6.15 using the intensity of the 70-keV transition. However, we can 

introduce a further y-ray intensity ratio to that of reference [He06], we now have 

sufficient statistics to calculate the ratio between the stretched electric quadrupole 

transition (E2) at 105 keV and the mixed E2/M1 transition at 58 keV, yielding gRp =
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0.73T0.07. The detection efficiency at 58 keV is poorly defined and uncertain and we 

do note that because of this the ratio calculated is extremely tentative. In addition, 

the 58-keV transition is observed in the shoulder of a tranistion of greater intensity 

and thus difficult to resolve and assign an intensity to; the 105-keV transition might 

contain a degree of intensity from the ground-state band 4+ —► 2+ transition.

We compare the geRp value taken from the ratio /7(70 keV )//7(128 keV) with values 

given by Herzberg, gRp =  0.87±0.14 [He06] for the band, and the y-ray intensity ratio, 

/7( 151 keV)//7(82 keV) =  1.1±0.4, given by Tandel [Ta06].

gR =  0 .4 0 2  (Z/A)

1.5

1

0.5

Ratio l7<82)/l-y<151)

gR =  0 .2 8 1  (q u e n c h e d )
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Figure 6.15: Experimental branching ratios used to determine a gK value for the IT =  
3+ band. A lower limit on the ratio Lf(70 keV)//7(128 keV) is given where the 128 keV 
transition is concealed under the 127 keV K X-ray. Predicted two-proton and two-neutron 
configurations are displayed. Two plots are shown for each branching ratio to accommodate 
two different values of gR, with the values set at Z/A (gR — 0.402) and X-Z/A, where A 
represents a quenching factor equal to 0.7 (gR =  0.281).
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6.5 In-beam recoil-isomer tagging and fast isomer 

decay results

A short-lived isomer has previously been identified and it is expected that this 

isomer decays into a rotational band built on top of the 266-ms isomeric K n =  8“ 

state [He06, Ta06].

6.5.1 Half-life measurement

The time distribution between the implanted 254No nucleus and the isomeric elec

tron signal in the same pixel of the DSSSD is shown for the first 3 ms after implantation 

in Figure 6.16. The bin counts were fitted using the same approach to that used when 

calculating the half-life of the 266 ms isomer. The half-life of this shorter-lived isomer 

was found to be 184±2 /¿s. We note that the end-point of the calorimetric electron 

signal extends further in energy than the signal given for the slow isomer.

6.5.2 Observed decays

The results of the focal plane fast isomer decay spectroscopy (performed at both 

JYFL and GSl) and in-beam experiments (performed at JYFL) are shown in Fig

ure 6.17. The focal-plane decay spectra result from evaporation residue-q(e_ ) coin

cidences within 1 ms after the implantation of the evaporation residue. The in-beam 

spectrum results from the recoil-isomer tagging technique, where the prompt q-rays 

observed in JUROGAM are associated with the recoils selected in Section 6.4, and are 

then thus assigned as transitions built on top of the isomeric state. The in-beam 

results provide validity to the placement of the transitions feeding the slow isomer 

shown in the focal plane spectrum. Transitions at 111, 134, 157, 168 and 179 keV 

are tentatively classified as mixed (E2+M1) transitions within a two quasi-particle 

band. This is upheld by the identification of transitions at 257, 302, 325 and 347 keV 

from GSI results, which are tentatively assigned as stretched E2 transitions due to the 

agreement with q-ray sum differences.
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Time ( ns)

Figure 6.16: The time distribution between the recoil implantation and the decay of the 
fast isomer. The experimental data are shown in black and the fit is given in red. A half-life 
of 184±2 /is is recorded. The inset shows the calorimetric electron signal from the isomer 
decay.

Focal plane statistics from JYFL only provided evidence of M l transitions within 

the K n =  8“  band, with no evidence of stretched E2 transitions (discussed later). 

The transitions at 111, 134, 157, 179 and 605 keV were all identified in the JYFL 

focal-plane detector results.

A possible mixed (M1+E2) 145-keV transition is believed to lie under several 

K/3 X-rays. These X-rays, with energies of K/u =  143.5 keV, Ki32 =  147.5 keV and 

K/33 =  141.9 keV, and intensities of 10.7, 4.3 and 5.7 per 100 K-shell vacancies, are 

hard to resolve and makes a confirmation, or certainly an estimate of the intensity, 

a difficult task. However, when we simulate the K X-ray intensities by applying the
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Figure 6 .17: Top panel, GSI focal plane K  — 8 band spectrum, resulting from coincidences 

with evaporation residues with 7-rays in prompt coincidence with electrons within 1 ms after 

implantation of 254No nuclei. Centre, JYFL focal-plane results with the same specifications 

set for the GSI results. Bottom panel, in-beam recoil-isomer tagged spectrum, K  =  8 band. 

Nobélium K X-rays dominate at 120, 127, 141, 143 and 147 keV.

same method used in Section 6.4.2, using mixing ratios corresponding to g™ =  1.006 

(similar mixing ratios are calculated for neutron-neutron configurations, Table 6.12) 

and remove them from the experimental spectrum (Figure 6.18), counts at 145 keV 

are observed and we tentatively assign them to this forecasted (M1+E2) transition. 

Evidence for a mixed (M1+E2) 123-keV transition embedded under the 120.9-keV Ka2 

X-ray is also forthcoming, simulated K X-ray counts removed from the experimental 

spectrum indicate a transition at this energy. We do not use these intensities to make 

any conclusions on configurations.

Since the 605-keV transition is observed in the in-beam recoil isomer tagged re-
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Figure 6.18: Simulated results produced in an attempt to reveal possible transitions con

cealed within the K X-rays. Significant K  X-rays are labelled with energy and intensities per 

100 K-shell vacancies. Dashed lines represent the X-ray intensities which have been removed 

to reveal possible transitions. The simulated counts were normalised to the experimental 

counts in the 1 keV bin at 127 keV.

suits, and is therefore prompt, we conclude that this transition does not directly 

depopulate the 184 /is isomer.

Figure 6.19 overlays the detector efficiencies on the spectra which are combined 

and/or used in Figure 6.17. It is unclear why we observe transitions at 325 and 347 

keV for example in GSI data and not in the combined JYFL data, even though lower 

energy transitions (at 179 keV for example) are of a similar intensity. The fall in 

detector efficiency at higher energy is similar for each of the data sets and gives no 

indication as to why the higher energy transitions are visible only in the GSI data. 

The discrepancy could be due to differences in trigger periods. The data collection 

at JYFL is cleaner. It is unclear whether the differences are due to a physical or a 

statistical reason.
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Transition E-y (keV) Focal Plane /7 In-beam /7 Multipolarity ICC

9“  ->  8" 111.6 8 68 11 90 18 E 2/M 1 10.21 15

IO“  ->  9~ 123 1 - - E 2/M 1 7.45 11

1 1 - ->  IO " 134 1 100 13 100 16 E 2/M 1 5.74 8

12-  ->  11" 145 1 - - E 2/M 1 4.53 7

13“  ->  1 2 - 157 1 24 6 33 10 E 2/M 1 14.57 21

14“  ->  1 3 - 168.3 7 30 6 37 11 E 2/M 1 12.04 17

15“  ->  1 4 - 179.7 7 38 7 61 13 E 2/M 1 10.06 14

10“  -► 8“ 234 1 - - E2 0.862 12

11-  -*•9“ 257 1 - - E2 0.614 9

12“  -+  10- 279 1 - - E2 0.462 7

13“  ->  1 1 - 302 1 15 6 - E2 0.355 5

14“  -♦  1 2 - 325 1 24 8 - E2 0.281 4

1 5 - -► 1 4 - 347 1 28 9 - E2 0.230 4

16+ ->  1 5 - 605.6 2 600 50 144 22 M l 0.276 4

Table 6.11: K  =  8 band transitions. The intensities /7 are corrected for the energy 

dependence of the detection efficiency. All intensities are normalised to 100 for the 11~ —> 

IQ - transition. Internal conversion coefficients calculated using reference [ICC].

9K E7 ( I -*• 1-2) E7 ( I ->  I-l) 5

7T7T 1.006 348.0 179.7 0.246

vv — 0.021 348.0 179.7 0.218

Table 6.12: Mixing ratios calculated using program BM1BE2 [Pau07].
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Figure 6.19: Detector efficiencies for each experimental setup overlaid on to the focal 
plane data displayed in Figure 6.17.

6.5.3 Multipolarity of the 605 keV transition

From the individual results obtained from the JYFL May 2005, April 2006 and GSI 

focal-plane fast-isomer decay data sets we shall propose a multipolarity for the 605- 

keV transition. The same approach was used to that discussed in Section 6.4.3. The 

number of KQ X-rays generated by the 157-, 168- and 179-keV transitions (and the 

257-, 302-, 325- and 347-keV transitions observed in the GSI data set) are calculated 

using reference [ICC] and are then subtracted from the number of KQ X-rays observed. 

We assign the remaining number of Ka X-rays to that of the 605 keV transition in 

order to calculate the internal conversion coefficient a#. Results are displayed in 

Table 6.13 and we note that these point favourably towards M l multipolarity. How
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ever, conversion coefficients having values of between 0 and 0 .57 are consistent with 

the data, and therefore the assignment is tentative. A  list of a x  internal conversion 

coefficients for a number of multipolarities are displayed in Table 6.14.

Experiment Nk (E2’+ME) & E2 Nx  observed N7 605 keV ax

JYFL May 2005 1380 350 1630 110 1340 220 0.26 37

JYFL Apr 2006 510 120 570 50 650 100 0.14 27

GSI 3320 480 3900 200 2660 270 0.30 31

Table 6.13: Results used to calculate the multipolarity of 605 keV transition. Column 
(E2’+M1’) & E2 is the number of X-rays generated by the (E2’+M1’) & E2 transitions, 
N/<- observed is the number of Ka X-rays observed, N7 605 keV is the number of counts 
recorded for the 605 keV transition and a x  is the internal conversion coefficient calculated 
using Equation 6.7.

Multipolarity ax  (605.6 keV)
Ml 0.276 4
M2 0.572 8

M3 1.576 22

M4 1.646 23

El 0.01033 15

E2 0.0307 5
E3 0.0738 11

E4 0.1555 22

Table 6.14: K-shell internal conversion coefficients for an array of multipolarities for 
the transition 605 keV identified in the K n =  8“  rotational band, internal conversion 
coefficients calculated using reference [ICC].
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6.5.4 Gamma-gamma coincidence measurements

Gamma-gamma coincidences are a rarity in the recorded events in the Ge detectors 

at the focal plane when the correlation times are set to observe decays in the K w =  

8“  band. Figure 6.20 shows coincidences when gates are set on the two most intense 

peaks at 134 keV and 605 keV of the JYFL focal plane results. The low background 

recorded in the two panels gives assurance to the single-count coincidences observed. 

Each gate results in coincidences with K X-rays and a stretched E2 transition at 302 

keV is observed in coincidence with 134 keV.

A gamma-gamma coincidence measurement was performed for the same transi

tions in reference [Sul07] using GSI focal plane results. Coincidences with a 133-keV 

transition were observed at 168 keV, 179 keV and with No K X-rays. There are a 

greater number of random coincidence counts in these measurements than what we 

observe in Figure 6.20.

No information can be drawn from gamma-gamma coincidence measurements 

taken from the recoil-isomer tagged in-beam data. A lower number of statistics for 

transitions and a greater background count were observed for the band using this 

method of data collection.
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Figure 6.20: Gamma-gamma coincidence measurements for the K =  8 band using focal 
plane Ge detectors at JYFL.
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6.5.5 Determination of gK

Determination of gK for the K* =  8“  band is performed using the same method 

applied to the calculation of gK for the IC — 3+ band in Section 6.4.5.

Focal-plane data obtained at GSI has resulted in the identification of the stretched 

E2 transitions in the K  =  8 band, Figure 6.17, and therefore from the intensities of 

both the Ml and E2 transitions we can deduce a branching ratio and hence a value 

of gK and compare to theoretical values. Gamma-ray intensity ratios R1 =  /  (179 

keV )//7(348 keV), R2 =  /7( 168 keV)//7(325 keV) and R3 =  J7( 157 keV )//7(302 keV) 

have been found, Table 6.18, and are overlaid onto Figure 6.21, where branching 

ratios have been calculated for values of gK in increments of 0.1. Theoretical calcu

lations of gK for the predicted 8“  two quasi-particle configurations lie on either arm 

of the plot and so therefore the experimentally determined branching ratios are also 

given on both arms. For completeness, we have performed calculations using gR =  

Z/A and 0.7(Z/A) which is discussed in Section 6.4.5. Tables 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17 

show the data used to calculate the branching ratios for the suggested two-proton 

and the two two-neutron configurations, where the value R (I) is the ratio of decay 

intensities /(E2’+M 1’)//(E 2), calculated using the program BM1BE2 [Pau07]. The 

probability of whether a spin state depopulates via an (E2’+M 1’) or (E2) transition

I R(7) Prob.(7 —» I - 1) Prob.(J —> I - 2) N (I) N (/ —> /  - 1) N (/ —> /  - 2)

15" 1.129 0.530 0.469 1000 530.5 469.4

14.- 1.411 0.585 0.414 530.5 310.6 219.9

13- 1.853 0.649 0.350 780.1 506.7 273.3

12- 2.593 0.721 0.278 726.7 524.5 202.2

11- 4.069 0.802 0.197 797.8 640.4 157.4

i o - 8.533 0.895 0.104 842.6 754.2 88.4

9 - OO 1.0 0.0 911.6 911.6 0

Table 6.15: K  = 8 band transition intensities predicted for g]< =  1.006
({7/2-[514]^9/2+[624]j(8-)).
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I R (I) Prob.(I  —» I  - 1) Prob.(7 —» I  - 2) N(7) N(/ —* I  - 1) N( / - » / -  2)

15- 0.587 0.369 0.630 1000 369.9 630.1

14- 0.733 0.423 0.576 369.9 156.6 213.3

13- 0.964 0.490 0.509 786.7 386.1 400.5

12- 1.349 0.574 0.425 599.5 344.3 255.1

11- 2.118 0.679 0.320 744.9 506.0 238.8

io - 4.446 0.816 0.183 761.2 621.4 139.7

9 - oo 1.0 0.0 860.3 860.3 0

Table 6.16: K  =  8 band transition intensities predicted for g)̂  — -0.021
({7/2+[624]^9/2-[734]j(8-)).

I R(7) Prob.(/ —> I - 1) Prob.(/ —> I - 2) N(7) N (/ —> /  - 1) N(7 —> /  - 2)

15“ 1.418 0.586 0.413 1000 586.6 413.4

14- 1.772 0.639 0.360 586.6 375.0 211.5

13- 2.327 0.699 0.300 788.5 551.5 236.9

12- 3.256 0.765 0.234 763.0 583.7 179.2

11“ 5.108 0.836 0.163 820.7 686.4 134.4

i o - 10.708 0.914 0.085 856.6 791.7 73.9

9 - OO 1.0 0.0 926.1 926.1 0

Table 6.17: K  =  8 band transition intensities predicted for g™ =  -0.279
({7/2+[613L<g>9/2-[73C}(8-)).

is given, Prob.(T —> I  — 1) and Prob.(T —> /  — 2), calculated via R(I)/ [1 +  R(I)] 

and 1/ [1 +  R{I)}- The band is initially populated with 1000 counts (N (I)) and these 

counts are fed through the band according to the probabilities.

Calculations of the available branching ratios result in a best estimate and accu

racy of gê p =  1.00T0.08 if one considers the upper-arm of the plot of branching ratio 

versus gK, Figure 6.21, and if we consider the lower-arm, where the two neutron- 

neutron configurations predicted from theory lie, we calculate a best estimate and 

accuracy of gê p =  -0.20±0.01. All results are presented in Table 6.18.
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R R-y Rt exp upper value
9 K

exp lower value
9k

/7(179 keV)//7(347 keV) 1.4 5 12 5 1.07 14 -0.27 2

J7(168 keV)//7(325 keV) 1.3 5 16 6 0.97 13 -0.16 2

Zy(157 keV)//7(302 keV) 1.6 8 18 9 0.96 15 -0.15 3

Table 6.18: K — 8 band gK values calculated from experimental branching ratios where 
gR =  0.402. R7 results are efficiency corrected only and Rt results are corrected for internal 
conversion [ICC].
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Figure 6.21: Experimental results from GSI used to determine a gK value for the K =  8 
band. Predicted two-proton and two-neutron configurations are displayed. Two plots are 
shown for each branching ratio to accommodate two different values of gR, with the values 
set at Z/A {gR — 0.402) and X-Z/A, where A represents a quenching factor equal to 0.7 (gR 
=  0.281).



Chapter 7

Discussion of Results

7.1 Discussion of the in-beam recoil tagged results

7.1.1 The ground-state band

The results outlined in Section 6.3 conform to the previous statements that the 

254No nucleus is deformed, established via the identification of a rotational band.

The 2+ —> 0+ transition is not observed in the recoil-tagged spectra due to the high 

internal conversion. The deduced energy of the ground-state band 4+ —» 2+ transition 

in Section 6.4.3 allows for a more precise extraction of the 2+ —> 0+ energy than what 

has been previously measured (44±1 keV [Re99, Ee06]) using a Harris fit [Ha65]. The 

Harris fits use higher-order corrections to the cranking model to obtain the following 

equations:

— Jo + J \ ^  -, (7.1)

9f(2) =  J0 +  3Jiw2, (7.2)

where and are the kinematic and dynamic moments of inertia, u  is the 

rotational frequency and J0 and J\ are Harris parameters. Figure 7.1 shows the Harris 

fits applied to the 254No data which result in Harris parameters of Jq =  (68.16T0.04)

132
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Figure 7.1: Harris fits applied to the kinematic and dynamic moments of inertia (Mol). 
The inset shows a comparison with data used in reference [Ee06] where the energy of the 
4+ —y 2+ transition was not used.

fi,2MeV_1 and J\ =  (161.3T2.3) h2MeV-3 . Using the expression

lx — Jqu +  Ji^3 +  —, (7-3)

we calculate the rotational frequency uj at spin-2 to be 0.02198T0.00002. The 2+—> 

0+ transition energy is simply twice the rotational frequency. However, given the 

statistics observed it is unlikely that the fit error from the extrapolation procedure 

is the dominant error and we therefore increase it to be in line with the statistical 

uncertainties of the lowest energy transitions in the band. Hence, we determine the 

2+—> 0+ transition energy to be (44.0T0.3) keV. The first four data points from the 

kinematic moment of inertia calculations and the first three points of the dynamic 

moment of inertia calculations are used for the calculation since the nuclear moment 

of inertia is roughly proportional to the rotational frequency at low spin.
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Figure 7.2: A plot of ground state band transition intensities as a function of spin. The 
intensities are corrected for detection efficiency and internal conversion (Table 6.2).

Figure 7.2 displays a plot of the ground-state band E2-transition intensities (cor

rected for detection efficiency and for internal conversion) as a function of spin. A 

similar plot is given in reference [Ee06] for a lower number of statistics and where 

an argument is put forward that the feeding of this band is mainly situated between 

spin 10 h to 20 h since a levelling off of intensity is observed at <  10 k. However, in 

contrast to reference [Ee06], Figure 7.2 shows that feeding appears to be continuous 

from spin 6 h to 18 h and that there is no move towards a stability of feeding within 

this spin region. The figure displays a dramatic difference in feeding patterns and one 

must question the efficiency used to correct the transition intensities at low energy.
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7.1.2 Side band

Figure 7.3 shows the transitions identified in Section 6.3.3. Several important points 

should be made. The transition at 316 keV is tentatively assigned because any iden

tification is obscured by the ground-state band 318-keV transition. We determine 

that the 199 keV transition feeds the band head because no further transitions are 

observed. If we continue the trend in the difference in energy between transitions as

(508)
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Figure 7.3: Placement of unidentified in-beam recoil decay tagged transitions within a 
side band. A spin assignment is made but this is extremely tentative. The transition at 
316 keV is provisionally assigned because any identification is obscured by the ground-state 
band 318 keV transition.
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spin decreases then we would expect transitions of approximately 177 keV and 151 

keV to precede transitions 224 keV and 199 keV.
Unidentified transitions within a similar energy range are also observed in the 

recoil-tagged spectra of 250Fm. However, statistics for these transitions are low and 

do not permit a placement within the level scheme [Ba06].
No provisional assignment of spin was made to the energy levels of the band but 

calculations of the kinematic moment of inertia were made for several band head 

spins, shown in Figure 7.4. The data points of a K  = 6 band are positioned so that 
they lie flush with the ground-state band and data points of the K  = 5 and K  = 4

Figure 7.4: Kinematic moment of inertia plots for a proposed side band for different values 
of K. The ground state band is shown for completeness.
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kinematic moment of inertia calculations cut through or lie below the ground state 

band.

Under this premise we have calculated the energies of several 2-quasiparticle K  

=  4, 5, 6 and 7 states, Table 7.1. The calculations of the 2-quasiparticle states 

are based on a Woods-Saxon potential using the “Universal” parameterisation (the 

program SWBETA is used to perform the calculations [Cw87]). A Lipkin-Nogami 

treatment for the pair gap parameters A p and A n is used, and values are obtained 

from reference [M697] and quenched by 0.6. The quenching provides a good agree

ment with experimental 2-quasiparticle energy values obtained for the K* =  3+ and 

LC =  8“  states [Gr08]. No subtraction of a residual spin-spin interaction energy (ap

proximately 100 keV [Ta06]) from the excitation energy is made in these calculations.

There is a wide range of possible K  =  4, 5, 6 and 7 excitation energies thus 

making it difficult to underpin where the band lies in terms of excitation energy 

and how it feeds into the ground state band. We have omitted configurations for 

which the excitation energy is greater than 2 MeV and for completeness Table 7.1 

also provides the gK values for the suggested configurations (calculated for individual 

orbitals using the program SWBETA [Cw87] and combined using Equation 2.66). 

Since we only observe E2 transitions and no Ml transitions this suggests that the 

value of gK must be positive with a magnitude of gK «  gR (hence the intensity of the 

M l transition tends to zero). There are several configurations for which this is true, 

notably {l/2 -[521]w®7/2-[514]w}(4+) and {3/2+[622]„<g>7/2+ [624]„}(5+).
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K* Configuration
7T2  V 2

Eex. (keV) 9k

4+ {1 /2 - [521]w®7/2- [514],} 947 0.438

4“ {9 /2+ [624]^ l/2 -[52lU 1244 1.572

4- {l/2-[521]w®7/2+[633U 1373 1.042

4- {1/2+[400]t®7/2"[514]t } 1868 1.038

4" {9/2-[734]„®l/2+[620]J 1338 -0.067

4+ {l/2+[620]„®7/2+[613]„} 1462 -0.491

4“ {ll/2-[725]„®3/2+[622]J 1704 -0.501

4+ { l /2 +[620]„®7/2+[624U 1776 0.025

4+ (9/2-[734]„®l/2-[501]J 1781 -0.587

4“ {l/2-[501]„®7/2+ [613]„} 1904 0.028

5+ (7 /2 - [514]w®3/2-[521U 1761 0.991

5+ {3/2+[622]v®7/2+[613]u} 1563 -0.072

5“ {ll/2-[725]„®l/2+[620U 1602 -0.080

5+ {3/2+[622]v®7/2+[624]„} 1878 0.341

6+ {5/2-[512]„®7/2-[514]J 1551 1.015

6" {5/2"[512]w®7/2+[633U 1977 1.417

6“ (3/2+[622]„®9/2-[734]J 1440 -0.047

6" {ll/2-[725]„®l/2+[620U 1602 -0.336

6+ {7/2+[613L®5/2+[622]J 1961 -0.355

7“ {5/2-[512]w®9/2+[624U 1848 1.379

7“ {5/2+[622]„®9/2-[734]J 1838 -0.293

Table 7.1: Configurations for K  — 4, 5, 6 and 7. Table 7.4 lists K  — 8 configurations and 
excitation energies and Table 7.3 lists K  =  8 gK values. The first K =  4 configuration is 
identical to the one used for the K  =  3 state in this study.
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7.2 Discussion of focal plane slow-isomer decay spec

troscopy results

The good experimental agreement with the theoretical two-proton structure for 
the ratio / (82 keV)//7(151 keV) is indicated in Figure 6.15. The experimentally 

determined ge£p value of 1.03±0.07, determined from the /7(82 keV)//7(151 keV) 
ratio, points favourably towards the theoretical value given by the two-proton struc
ture, formed from the single-particle orbitals predicted around the Fermi surface, 
(l/2~[521]w<g>7/2~[514]7r}(3+), where g™ = 0.908, compared to the two-neutron struc
ture, {7/2+[624]uCg>l/2+[620]u}(3+\ where g = 0.57. We therefore define the IC =

3+ band head as a two-proton excitation comprising of the l/2_[521]7r state which 

arises from the 2f5/2 orbital from above the Z = 114 shell gap.
Figure 7.5 presents the agreement of the experimental data with the two-proton 

structure over that of the two-neutron structure. The data for the two configurations 

was obtained from Tables 6.9 and 6.10.
For the two transitions identified in Section 6.4, 53 keV and 778 keV, which link

1000

58.7 keV 70.1 keV 82.1 keV 105.6 keV 128.8 keV 151.4keV

Transition

Figure 7.5: Graphical representation of data provided in Tables 6.9 and 6.10 compared 
to experiment.
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the K n =  8~ isomer to the K n =  3“  band and the ground-state band, we have 

calculated the hindrance per degree of K  forbiddenness /„ using Equation 2.69. We 

have used GSI data to make the calculation from which we use /7(778 keV )//7(53

into account additional branches of decay. This is achieved by calculating the partial 

y-ray half-life term using the following method

where T1̂ 1 is the half life of the isomeric state, a is the total internal conversion co

efficient and /7 is the intensity of the y-ray transitions. The y-ray transition intensity 

which forms the denominator is the intensity of the y-ray transition for which /„ is 

calculated.

For the K* =  8“ —» K * =  3+ 53-keV transition, /„(E l) =  822±10, which is in 

good agreement with the value given in reference [Ta06] of / „  =  804. For the direct 

decay to the K * =  0+ ground-state band, 778 keV, /„ (E l)  =  210±7. Figure 7.6 

compares reduced hindrance factors for A K  =  8 El transitions as a function of the 

ratio of the dynamic and kinematic moments of inertia for a number of nuclei. The 

nuclei 172Hf, 250Fm and 252>254No have more than one decay branch from the K" =  8“ 

state. Intensities for the branches from the tC  =  8“  state in 172Hf were taken from 

reference [Wa94] (and the reference was also used to confirm the calculations of /„). 

Data was taken from reference [Dr06] to calculate /„ for the N =  106 isotones and 

data was taken from reference [Fi96] to calculate /„ for 180>182Hf. Data for 250Fm was 

obtained from reference [Gr08] which provides evidence of a K n =  8-  1.92-s isomeric 

state. Reference [Gr08] states branching ratios for a 682-keV El transition (direct 

decay from the K n =  8“  state to the K~ =  0+ ground state band) and a 23-keV 

M l transition (E 7r =  8“  —> K * =  2“ ) at approximately 18 % and 82 % respectively. 

From this we deduce /„(E l) =  442 for 682 keV and /„(M l) =  185 for 23 keV. Data 

for 252No was obtained from reference [Su07] which gives evidence of a 710-keV direct 

decay from a K v =  8“  110 ms isomeric state to the E 7r =  0+ ground-state band. The 

decay branch of the 710-keV transition is 4% compared to branches totalling 96%

keV) =  0.078T0.018. When calculating the ( T’1/2) component one needs to takeexp

(7.4)
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Figure 7.6: Reduced hindrance factors for A K  =  8 El transitions as a function of the ratio 
of the dynamic and kinematic moments of inertia for the 8+ —> 6+ and 8+ —> 6+ ground 
state band 7-ray transition energies.

which feed an intermediate K n =  2~ band. From this we deduce fu(El) =  360 for 

the 710-keV transition.

Figure 7.6 shows a trend of increasing fu as the ratio of the dynamic and kinematic 

moments of inertia approach one. If i f  is a good quantum number then we have a 

rigid body and the two moments of inertia are equal. A high value of /„ indicates that 

K  is very pure because some form of K  mixing must exist to enable A-forbidden tran

sitions [Wa94]. The greater the dynamic and kinematic moments of inertia deviate 

the less the decay is hindered.
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7.3 Discussion of in-beam recoil-isomer tagged and 

fast-isomer decay results

Based on the experimentally determined gê p values of 1.00+0.08 and -0.20+0.01 for 

the K * =  8“  band we will discuss a number of possible configurations for the 8~ 

band-head state.

The experimental gê p value of 1.00+0.08 is in excellent agreement with the 

proton-proton configuration, (7/2~[514]7r<g>9/2+ [624]7r}(8_) where g™ =  1.006. The 

other possible experimentally determined gê p value of -0.20+0.01 agrees with the 

neutron-neutron configuration, {7/2+[613]t,Cg>9/2_ [734].i;}(8_), where g)% =  -0.279, and 

not (7 /2 + [624]„®9/2-[734]v}(8-), where =  -0.021.

When considering the two possible neutron-neutron configurations the coupling of 

the 9 /2_ [734]„ with the 7/2+[624]„ is favoured over the coupling of the 9/2— [734]  ̂and 

7/2+[613]„ orbitals according to the coupling rules of Gallagher [Gal62] for even-even 

nuclei, where anti-parallel intrinsic spin-couplings for like-nucleon pairs are favoured 

over parallel couplings, Table 7.2.

The {7 /2 + [613],j<g>9/2- [734]v}(8-) cannot be entirely excluded based on the cou

pling rules but the excitation energies calculated in Table 7.4 also point favourably 

at the proton-proton configuration. We therefore propose that the K* =  8“  state 

is formed from the {7 /2_ [514]7r<g>9/2+[624]7r}(8_) two-proton configuration. Table 7.3 

shows those two quasi-particle configurations predicted with corresponding gK val-

Single particle orbital Q - A E

9/2" [734],; 9/2 - 4 + 1/2
7/2+ [624] w 7/2 - 4 -1/2
7/2+ [613] „ 7/2 - 3 + 1/2

Table 7.2: The projection of the total angular momentum on the symmetry axis for the 
given single-particle orbitals.
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Configuration 9 k

{7/2-[5141^9/2+[624]J(8") 1.006
{7/2+ [624]l)®9/2~ [734]J<8-) -0.021

{7/2+[613]„®9/2-[734]j(8-) -0.279

Table 7.3: Suggested configurations for the K — 8 state.

ues and Figure 7.7 reiterates the good experimental agreement with the proposed 

two-proton structure. Although other configurations cannot be ruled out.

Figure 7.7: A plot of branching ratio versus spin for data collected at GSI for the K* =  8“ 
band. Experimental results are given for the ratios at spins 15~, 14“  and 13“ . Theoretical 
values for the branching ratios with gK set at 1.006 (proton-proton configuration), -0.021 
and -0.279 (neutron-neutron configurations) are overlaid and are acquired from Tables 6.15, 
6.16 and 6.17. We have also varied gR, with the value set at Z/A (gR =  0.402) and X-Z/A, 
where A represents a quenching factor equal to 0.7 (gR =  0.281). The previously ruled out 
gK =  -0.279 configuration is shown for completeness.
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7.4 A general overview

7.4.1 Intermediate K  bands

Figure 7.8 displays the level scheme which is configured via the results and arguments 

put forward in the previous sections. We are unable to determine the excitation 

energy at which the side band lies and we are unable to determine how this decays 

into the ground state band. However, we are able to determine the configuration of 

the band head of the K* =  3+ structure, comprising of the 1/2“  [521b and 7/2- [514]w 

orbitals which lie close to and on either side of the Fermi level, Figure 7.9. We resolve 

via the energies of the high-energy Ml transitions and the ground-state band 2+ —> 

0+ transition that the band head lies at an excitation energy of (987.6T0.3) keV. 

We can compare this experimental energy value to that of the excitation energy for 

the configuration { l /2 _ [521]7r(g)7/2_ [514]7r} (3+) calculated in Table 7.4 based on the 

same Woods-Saxon potential (WS) calculations made in Section 7.1.2. The forecasted 

excitation energy of 943 keV agrees favourably with the experimental value.

We can also compare the experimental excitation energy to those which are pro

duced using two further models. Reference [Ta06] calculates a i T  =  3+ proton two- 

quasiparticle state at 1180 keV using the Skyrme Hartree-Fock Bogolyubov (SHFB) 

model with the SLy4 force [Be03a] which is close to the experimental value. Ref

erence [Ta06] also cites Figure 5 of reference [Af03] where calculations have been 

performed using the relativistic mean-field (RMF) model. Reference [Ta06] yields an 

energy of greater than 2 MeV using the RMF model for the K* =  3+ state which is 

too high in energy.

7.4.2 I C  =  8 - band

The IC  =  8“  isomeric state has an experimental excitation energy of (1298.2±0.8) 

keV. The excitation energy calculated using the WS model in Table 7.4 of the pro

posed configuration, {7 /2 - [514]7r<g>9/2+ [624]7r}(8-), of this state is equal to 1255 keV 

which is in good agreement with the experimental value. Once more we compare
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Figure 7.8: Proposed level scheme of 254No. The transitions at energy 778.6 keV and 857 
keV, the floating side band, and transitions built on top of the K* =  8~ isomeric state are 
new additions to the level scheme modified from reference [He06].

the experimental excitation energy value to those calculated by different models in 

reference [Ta06]. The SHFB model with the SLy4 force produces a proton two- 

quasiparticle IC =  8" state at 2200 keV and the RMF model produces an energy 

greater than 2000 keV, both are far higher than the experimental values and the 

calculated WS value.

The {7 /2 + [613]„®9/2~[734]t;}(8-') configuration, previously ruled out in Section 7.3, 

has a calculated excitation energy (Table 7.4) which is close to the experimental value, 

especially if one subtracts a residual spin-spin interaction of 100 keV [Ta06]. But we 

feel that the argument put forward for the classification of the IC =  8“  isomeric state
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FC Configuration Energy (keV)

V 2 7r2 Bex. Bexpt. A E

3+ 947 988 -41

8- {7/2+[613]„®9/2-[734]J 1412 1293 +119

8" {7/2+[624]„<g>9/2-[734]J 1727 1293 +434

8“ {7/2-[514]w®9/2+[624]„}* 1255 1293 -38

8+ {7/2+[633]7r®9/2+[624]7r} 1681 1293 +388

16+ {7/2+[613]„®9/2-[734]„} {7/2-[514]ir®9/2+[624]JI.} 2667 - -

16+ {7/2+[624]„®9/2-[734]J {7/2-[514],®9/2+[624]J 2982 - -

17+ {ll/2-[725]w®7/2+[613]J {7/2-[514],®9/2+[624]ff} 2932 (2920) (+12)

17+ {ll/2-[725]v®7/2+[624]J {7 /2 - [514]7r®9/2+ [624],} 3246 (2920) (+326)

18“ {1 1 /2 -[725]„®9/2-[734] J {7 /2 - [514]7r®9/2+ [624] w} 2808 - -

Table 7.4: Configurations and excitation energies. Calculations of the excitation energies 
for 254No are performed using a Woods-Saxon potential with “Universal” parameterisation. 
An asterisk denotes an assigned configuration.
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Figure 7.9: Four-quasiparticle excitation energies and single-particle energies. The experi
mental value is enclosed within brackets because it is still highly provisional.
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as a proton two-quasiparticle structure is well grounded. If the IC =  8“  isomeric state 

was defined as a neutron two-quasiparticle structure then the decay from the 8“  state 

to the 3+ state would involve the transition of two neutrons and two protons rather 

than a single proton.

The 605 keV transition in the IC =  8“  band is observed prompt in the JUROGAM 

recoil-isomer tagged spectrum of Figure 6.17 and therefore does not directly depop

ulate the 184-/rs isomer. Consequently, if it feeds the band in a way in which is 

displayed in Figure 7.8, then the 184-/US isomeric state does not have spin and parity 

16+ as proposed in reference [He06]. It is conceivable that the isomer is depopulated 

by a transition too low in energy, and hence highly converted, to be detected, similar 

to the 23 keV Ml transition which is believed to depopulate the isomeric IC =  8“ 

state in 250Fm [Gr08]. If this is the case then the isomeric state would be of spin 17U. 

Calculations of excitation energies for several suggested K  =  16, 17 and 18 states are 

put forward in Table 7.4 and are displayed in Figure 7.9. It is expected that resid

ual proton-neutron interactions would require an energy of approximately 0.2 MeV 

to be subtracted from the WS calculations made in Table 7.4 for four-quasiparticle 

configurations [Ta06].

One distinct caveat still remains, the intensity of the 134-keV transition is far 

greater than one would expect for a Ml transition and leads us to turn to an analogy 

with 178Hf. In 178Hf two IC — 8“  two-quasiparticle bands are observed, if this is 

the case for 254No, with similar interband transition energies, then it would be very 

difficult to assign each transition to the correct band without the high statistics 

required for 7 - 7 angular correlation measurements, but would explain discrepancies 

in the intensities of transitions.

7.4.3 Collective picture

Figure 7.10 shows the dynamical moment of inertia calculated for the ground state 

band and for the IC =  8“  band in the upper panel and the total aligned angular 

momentum for the ground state, IC =  3+ and IC =  8~ bands in the lowel panel.
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Figure 7.10: Dynamical moment of inertia and total aligned angular momentum as a 
function of rotational frequency for 254No.

Figure 7.11: Yrast plot for 254No. The plot includes proposed side band transitions built 
on top of the favoured IC =  4+ { l / 2 — [521]7r<g>7/2— [514] }̂ configuration.
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The upbend in moment of inertia predicted for 254No lies at a rotational frequency 

of ~  0.3 MeV/h due to the simultaneous alignment of a proton i13/2 pair and a neutron 

J15/2 pair- However, current experimental data does not indicate a sudden upbend, but 

that a more gradual upbend should arise resulting from the simultaneous alignment 

of two high-/ orbitals. Studies by reference [EgOO] predict that the stability of nucleus 

may persist up to spin value of «  40h or even higher. The feeding of the ground-state 

band is shown schematically in the yrast plot of Figure 7.11. We have overlaid the 

transitions within the proposed side band using a band-head energy calculated using 

the K" =  4+ { l /2 _ [521]7r(gi7/2_ [514]7r}  configuration.

7.4.4 Systematics

Figure 7.12 displays the systematics of the known K  isomers and lowest-lying non- 

yrast states in the N =  150 and N — 152 isotones. Information on the N =  152 

isotones is sparse and we view a more extensive picture for the N =  150 isotones. 

The 8“  states in the N =  150 isotones all possess the {7 /2 + [624]„<g>9/2_ [734]v}(8_) 

configuration.

The question arises as to why the Z =  102 isotopes of 252No and 254No have dif

ferent neutron and proton two-quasiparticle configurations for each 8“  isomer. Fig

ure 7.9 shows that the deformed shell gap at N =  152, enclosed by the l /2 + [620]„ 

and 9/2— [734]  ̂ states, would result in neutron configurations lying at a much higher 

excitation energy than experimental values. Counter to this, for 252No, N =  150, the 

Fermi surface moves below the N =  152 gap between the 9 /2“  [734]  ̂ and 7/2+ [624]̂ , 

states. Thus the energy of the possible neutron configuration is lowered substantially.

A similar analysis can be made if we consider proton two-quasiparticle configura

tions for 250Fm. Much higher excitation energies are calculated because the Fermi sur

face is positioned in the deformed shell gap at Z =  100, lying between the 1/2“  [521]  ̂

and 7/2+ [633],r states.

From the systematics we can conclude that the experimental data indicates de

formed shell gaps at Z =  100 and N =  150. This is in contradiction to recent cal-
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Figure 7.12: K  isomers and lowest-lying non-yrast states in the 77=150,152 isotones. 
Figure modified from [He08].

culations made by Chatillon et al. using the Skyrme SLy4 interaction, displayed in 

Figure 5.4 [Cha06]. From Figure 5.4 we observe that the 1/2“  [521]  ̂ state from the 

2f5/2 shell and the 7/2“ [514],r state from the l/zg/2 shell are in close proximity and 

replicates the 3+ state in 254No. However, the 9/2+[624]7r state from the 1*13/2 shell 

is more than likely positioned too far away from the 7 /2“ [514]  ̂ state to agree with 

the excitation energy calculated by the experiment.

These disagreements call for a further reanalysis of the theoretical calculations. 

There is a growing systematic picture of single-particle states within this region which 

can provide a test to models predicting the location of the island of stability and 

beyond.
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Summary and Future Prospects

8.1 Summary

A number of experiments have been performed to investigate the structure of 254No 

using the 208Pb(48Ca,2n)254No fusion evaporation reaction. The main aims of the 

experiments were to clarify and build on the structure and decay path of a previously 

identified isomeric state [Gh73]. We have also employed the RDT technique and in
beam 7 -ray spectroscopy to increase the accuracy of the measurement of the half-life 

of the isotope and to propose an additional structure feeding the ground-state band.
We have determined the half-life of the 254No a decay to be T1y2=(51.0±0.3) s 

which is consistent with the most recent data evaluation in the ENSDF data base 

(June 2008) of (48±3)s [Le99].
Our 7 -7  coincidence results of in-beam 7 -ray spectroscopy data of the ground-state 

band are in agreement with previously published results [Ee05], extending the ground 

state band up to spin 24h. Furthermore, we have placed previously unidentified tran
sitions into a side band. Several of the transitions exhibit 7 - 7  coincidences with the 

low-energy ground-state band transitions. We have been unable to determine how 

this side band feeds into the ground-state band and hence we are unable to determine 
an excitation energy, but we have been able to suggest several possible band-head con
figurations, notably {l/2“[521]7r<g)7/2~[514]7r}(4+) and {3/2+[622]v<g>7/2+[624],L,}(5+).

151
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These configurations have values of gK «  gR which would be consistent with our 

proposal that the transitions identified are of multipolarity E2 and that we have not 

identified interleaving M l transitions due to their relatively weak intensities.

Analysis of the focal plane slow isomer decay spectroscopy data has resulted in 

the confirmation of an isomer of 266±2 ms at spin and parity, 8~. The half life is in 

fine agreement with Ghiorso’s primary measurement [Gh73]. We have established a 

decay scheme from the isomer to the ground-state band. The isomer decays via an 

El 778-keV transition direct to the ground-state band (/„ =  210±7) and via an El 

53-keV transition (/„ =  822±10) into a K  =  3+ band. Calculations performed using 

the branching ratios of transitions within the band resulted in gRp =  1.03±0.07 and 

from this we deduce a two-proton structure of { l / 2 - [521]7r<g)7/2- [514],r}(3+) for the 

band head. The configuration comprises of the 1/2“  [521]  ̂ state which arises from 

the 2/5/2 orbital from above the Z =  114 shell gap.

Observations of high-energy decays depopulating the K* =  3+ band into the 

ground-state band established a measurement of the ground state band 4+ —> 2+ 

transition energy to a far greater degree of accuracy than what has been previously 

measured, Section 6.4.3. Using this transition energy we were able to improve our 

measurement of the ground-state band 2+ —> 0+ transition energy using a Harris fit, 

Section 7.1.1.

A study of the decay of a fast isomer permitted the measurement of its half-life 

and shows that it decays into a rotational band built on top of the 266-ms isomeric 

K* =  8“  state. The half-life of this shorter lived isomer was found to be 184±2 ¡is.

In-beam recoil-isomer tagging and fast isomer decay results from JYFL and isomer 

decay results from GSI were analysed to establish the structure built on top of the 

IC =  8“  isomer. Results from GSI permitted the deduction of geRp =  1.00T0.08 or 

-0.20±0.01. Unfortunately, both values agreed with the gK results calculated for both 

two-proton and two-neutron structures. However, Section 7.3 puts forward an argu

ment in which we propose a two-proton {7 /2 _ [514]7r<g>9/2+ [624]7r}(8~) configuration 

for the K" =  8~ state.
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We have proposed several configurations for the structure of the 184 ¿¿s isomer 

and these are listed in Table 7.4.

The experimental two-quasiparticle data obtained in the Z ~  102 region can pro

vide a stringent test for self-consistent theories. But presently few theoretical calcu

lations exist and those that do require modifications in order to reproduce the correct 

ordering of single-particle levels.

8.2 Future prospects

One limiting factor in this investigation has been the inability to simultaneously 

detect 7 rays and conversion electrons at the target position. In the Z ^  100 region 

the low-energy transitions are dominated by internal conversion. For example, the 

total internal conversion coefficient of an E2 transition energy of approximately 200 

keV in a Z =  102 nucleus is 1.6, meaning that any transition of lower energy is more 

than 60 % converted. This implies that it is very difficult to study nuclei via the 

in-beam recoil isomer tagging technique used in this study using only y-ray spec

troscopy to identify low-energy transitions belonging to the structure above isomeric 

states. In order to attempt to overcome this and other problems a spectrometer is 

currently being constructed at the target position at JYFL. The SAGE (Silicon And 

GErmanium) spectrometer builds on the success of the SACRED spectrometer [Ka04]. 

The spectrometer will operate in conjunction with RITU and GREAT and will consist 

of a segmented silicon detector (90 pixels) for detection of conversion electrons and 

a Ge array to detect 7 rays. From the target position the conversion electrons will 

follow spiral trajectories in a system of solenoidal magnetic fields back upstream of 

the beam direction to the Si detector allowing for the simultaneous detection of both 

conversion electrons and 7 rays (via the Ge detector array).

Furthermore, important measurements on the border of the super-heavy region 

can be conducted by SAGE on odd-mass nuclei, for example 251Md, 253No and 255Lr. 

These measurements will provide a probe into the single-particle structure of super-
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heavy nuclei, permitting the detection of Ml transitions via in-beam conversion elec

tron spectroscopy and E2 transitions via in-beam 7-ray spectroscopy simultaneously 

to build up a picture of coupled bands. The experimentally observed bands allow 

the calculation of B(M1)/B(E2) ratios from which configurations can be deduced. 

The results will provide an insight into the relative positioning of several key orbitals 

critical for the establishment of a possible shell closure at Z =  114.

Recently, the use of digital electronics was explored at JYFL using the TNT (Track

ing Numerical Treatment) digital pulse processing cards to instrument germanium 

detectors. The TNT modules [Ar06] exploit FPGAs (field programmable gate arrays) 

which provide a parallel data treatment capability, enabling a greater throughput and 

the reduction of event processing time. The module can sustain an event rate of 50 

kHz per channel, thus ideal for high beam intensity experiments at JYFL (although it 

is expected that experiments will run at a maximum of 30-40 kHz per detector when 

SAGE comes online [Pa08]).

Figure 8.2 displays a trial data collection run of TNT digital pulse processing

Figure 8.1: Schematic drawing of the SAGE spectrometer and a cross-section of the JU- 

ROGAM II Ge detector array coupled to RITU [Se07].
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Figure 8.2 : A  comparison of data collected at JYFL using two different data acquisition 

systems. The ground state rotational band of 254No is shown. The bottom panel shows 

the data collected by the T N T  data acquisition system over a period of approximately 50 

%  of the total run time of the 254No May 2007 experiment. The top panel shows the data 

collected by the T D R  data acqisition system over the same period. The T N T  data provides 

better data collection at lower energy which is confirmed by the collection and identification 

of target Pb X-rays.

(coupled to TDR over the same period of time) taken during the May 2007 experiment. 

Due to the shorter trapezoidal pulse shaping time (replacing the analogue Gaussian 

shaping) we see more counts and peaks with better energy resolution.

These improvements will permit the experimentalist to investigate new cross- 

section limits in heavier mass regions which we have yet to fully explore. Odd-mass 

isotopes of lawrencium, rutherfordium and dubnium will become accessible to gain 

information on the single-particle structure. The experimentalist will have the ad

vantage of being able to probe the nuclear chart, gaining a first reasonable glimpse 

into the most inaccessible regions, and to also build on what has already been studied 

with the aid of greater precision and detail.
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